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Abstract

The main challenge in mobile wireless communications is the incompatibil-
ity between limited wireless resources and increasing demand on wireless
services. The employment of frequency reuse technique has effectively in-
creased the capacity of the network and improved the efficiency of frequency
utilization. However, with the emergence of smart phones and even more
data hungry applications such as interactive multimedia, higher data rate is
demanded by mobile users. On the other hand, the interference induced by
spectrum sharing arrangement has severely degraded the quality of service
for users and restricted further reduction of cell size and enhancement of
frequency reuse factor.

Beamforming technique has great potential to improve the network per-
formance. With the employment of multiple antennas, a base station is
capable of directionally transmitting signals to desired users through nar-
row beams rather than omnidirectional waves. This will result users suffer
less interference from the signals transmitted to other co-channel users. In
addition, with the combination of beamforming technique and appropriate
power control schemes, the resources of the wireless networks can be used
more efficiently.

In this thesis, mathematical optimization and game theoretic techniques
have been exploited for beamforming designs within the context of multicell
wireless networks. Both the coordinated beamforming and the coalitional
game theoretic based beamforming techniques have been proposed. Initially,
coordinated multicell beamforming algorithms for mixed design criteria have
been developed, in which some users are allowed to achieve target signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) while the SINRs of rest of the users in
all cells will be balanced to a maximum achievable SINR. An SINR balancing
based coordinated multicell beamforming algorithm has then been proposed
which is capable of balancing users in different cells to different SINR levels.
Finally, a coalitional game based multicell beamforming has been considered,
in which the proposed coalition formation algorithm can reach to stable
coalition structures. The performances of all the proposed algorithms have
been demonstrated using MATLAB based simulations.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Development of Celluar Wireless Communications

With the acceleration of informatization, the demand on communications

has dramatically increased. Communication systems have become the foun-

dation to maintain the normal running of the human society. Wireless com-

munication has been playing an increasingly significant role in the whole

communication systems due to its advantages of universality of use and con-

venience of access, which can effectively break the fetter on communications.

The explosive increase on wireless communication services has brought new

challenges on frequency management and resource allocation. These chal-

lenges will further influence the development of wireless communication tech-

niques.

The cellular mobile communication system emerged in the 1980s and has

been developing for generations with the evolution of techniques as shown in

Figure 1.1. The first-generation (1G) cellular system only provided speech

services with analog transmission based on Frequency Modulation (FM)

technique. In addition, Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is em-

ployed as the spectral sharing scheme, where the whole bandwidth is divided

into several disjoint bands. For example, in the United States, the Advance

Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) was developed in which a total allocated

bandwidth of 50MHz was divided into two 25MHz bands for uplink and

downlink channels respectively [3]. Similar to the AMPS in US, other sys-

1



Section 1.1. Development of Celluar Wireless Communications 2

Figure 1.1. Evolution of cellular communication systems.

tems such as Total Access Communication System (TACS) has also been

developed in the same period.

With the development of digital devices and the increasing demand on high

quality mobile communications, the 1G cellular system quickly evolved to

the second-generation (2G) digital cellular system in the early 1990s. One of

the most successful 2G systems is the Global Systems for Mobile Communi-

cations (GSM) which integrated all 1G standards in Europe into a uniform

standard. In addition to FDMA, GSM uses Time Division Multiple Access

(TDMA). The IS-95 is another 2G standards based on the Code Division

Multiple Access (CDMA) technique which allows a maximum of 64 users

transmitting signals on a 1.25MHz frequency channel simultaneously. 2G

was then evolved to 2.5G, where the feature of packet data service was added

and the voice service was improved. For example, the General Packet Radio

Service (GPRS) was developed as the enhancement of the GSM which was

further evolved to the Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE)

with the highest data rate of 384 kbps [4]. In 2G, a range of techniques

was developed to improve the system performance. For example, due to

promising anti-interference capability, the Gaussian Minimum Shift Key-

ing (GMSK) and QPSK were employed as modulation techniques for GSM

and CDMA, respectively. To overcome the slow fading and near-far effect,

the power control technique was introduced into the CDMA system. The
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Rake receiver and adaptive equalization had been applied to overcome the

frequency-selective fading caused by multipath effect [5].

The third-generation (3G) mobile system emerged with the development

of mobile Internet and the increasing demand on data service. Three 3G

standards, collectively known as International Mobile Telecommunications

2000 (IMT-2000), have been accepted as the 3G worldwide standards. The

three standards are Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA),

Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA)

and CDMA2000. Compared to 2G, the most prominent contribution of 3G

is that it can provide higher data rates to afford various wireless services

such as mobile Internet, video call and mobile TV. However, as shown in

Figure 1.2, 3G could not satisfy the increasing demand on data and other

mobile multimedia services, which gives rise of the fourth-generation (4G).

In 4G, a data rate of 100Mbps is required to meet the need of most users,

which means that the quality of service (QoS) needs to be improved dra-

matically. To achieve this target, some key techniques have been introduced

such as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Multiple-

input Multiple-output (MIMO), and smart antenna [6]. In recent years, the

fifth-generation (5G) mobile system has been proposed. By employing new

techniques such as massive MIMO and multicell cooperative processing, 5G

aims to provide the data rate which ten times higher than that in the 4G

era [7]. The main focus of this thesis is the spatial diversity technique used

in the 4G system and beyond within the context of multicell cooperation.

1.2 Antenna Array Processing in Wireless Communications

One of the main targets in designing cellular wireless communication systems

is to improve the capacity of the system with allocated radio frequency. One

common way to achieve this is to decrease the size of cells to improve the
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Figure 1.2. Explosion in the demand on data and video services [1].

frequency utilization efficiency, which then results in higher system capacity.

However, such method could lead to severe inter-cell interference, especially

to those users at cell edges. In addition, the configuration of smaller cells

will increase the cost of network construction due to the fact that more base

stations (BSs) are needed. To overcome these bottlenecks, an alternative

way is to equip BSs and/or mobile users with multiple antennas and develop

antenna array processing on the respective terminals. The antenna array

was originally developed for military applications such as radar and sonar

system design. With the development of digital signal processing technique,

such technique was gradually applied in the civil communications as a po-

tential technique to improve the system performance. By employing antenna

array, the system performance can be improved in the following aspects:

• Overcome channel fading

In terrestrial wireless communications, both the complexity of radio prop-

agation environment and the mobility of user terminals will lead to severe

fading problems. By deploying antenna arrays, a signal can be transmit-

ted through several statistically independent channels, which can effectively

suppress the negative effect caused by channel fading.

• Interference cancellation

In cellular communications, due to the implementation of frequency reuse,
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the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained by a user is impacted by the co-

channel interference (CCI). By deploying antenna array to the BS, it has the

ability to form desired beam patterns by steering the main lobe towards the

user of interest and nulls towards the rest of the users, which can effectively

reduce the CCI and, improve the SNR.

• Improvement of frequency utilization efficiency and system capacity

Reduction of interference will increase the frequency reuse factor and im-

prove the frequency utilization efficiency. In addition, for interference lim-

ited systems such as the CDMA system, the implementation of antenna

array processing will allow more users to be served due to the reduction of

transmit power for both BSs and user terminals.

Beamforming plays a key role in antenna array processing and it can be

traced back to the concept of ’adaptive antenna’ first proposed by Van Atta

in the 1940s [8]. The research on beamforming started from the design of

receivers. A least mean square (LMS) algorithm was first proposed in [9],

which allows the antenna array be trained so that it can form a pattern

comprising a main lobe in the specified direction. In such LMS based ar-

ray processing, by automatically adjusting the variable weights, the signal

and noise occurring outside the main lobe can be rejected. The constrained

LMS based beamformer design was then proposed in [10], in which only the

frequency band and the direction of arrival (DOA) are needed as a priori

information. In [11], the Capon spatial filter was proposed to estimate the

DOA. Following the work of [11], the minimum-variance distortionless re-

sponse (MVDR) algorithm was developed. Based on estimated DOA, such

method can maintain the desired signal be distortionless while minimizing

the total power of noise and interference at the output [12].

Many DOA estimation techniques have been developed. The most famous

DOA algorithm is the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) developed in

the 1980s. The principle of the MUSIC algorithm is that if the number of ar-
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ray units is greater than the number of signal sources, the covariance matrix

of the signal received by the antenna array can be decomposed into signal

subspace and noise subspace, which are orthogonal to each other. Then,

the DOA can be found by using the singular decomposition method [13].

If either the sample size or the SNR is large enough, MUSIC can return

DOAs with high accuracy. Some other methods such as the estimating sig-

nal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) has also been

proposed for DOA estimation at the receiver [14].

In addition to the beamformer designs at the receiver, beamforming can also

be applied to the BS if it is equipped with multiple antennas. An advantage

of using beamforming at the BS is that BSs can provide higher processing

power than that in the receiver. Different to the receiver beamforming, the

channel state information (CSI), acquired through a feedback channel from

the receiver, is needed for the design of the transmit beamformers. A Va-

riety of transmit beamforming techniques have been proposed since 1990.

In [15], a full feedback adaptive transmit beamforming was considered. By

sending probing signals to the mobile users and obtaining the feedback,

the unknown propagation environment could be identified. A blind adaptive

transmit beamforming algorithm has been proposed in [16], which can design

beamformers without receiving any feedback information. In this case, the

covariance matrices of the downlink and uplink can be connected through

a rotation matrix. Then, the transmit beamformers can be obtained by

calculating the maximum eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of the

covariance matrix in the uplink. In [17], a joint power control and transmit

beamforming technique was proposed, which converts the downlink beam-

forming problem into the beamformer design and power control problem in

the uplink. Other downlink beamforming designs such as the zero forcing

beamforming and the semidefinite programming (SDP) based beamforming

have also been proposed [18–20]. The details for both receiver and transmit-
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ter beamforming designs will be reviewed in Chapter 2.

1.3 Multicell Cooperation Networks

In conventional cellular networks, a specific radio frequency is reused by a

cluster of cells. The frequency reuse efficiency is dependent on the value of

frequency reuse factor. In practice, this value is always much less than 1,

which means that the frequency reuse efficiency is low and the CCI can be

well controlled. However, with the increasing demand on wireless services,

the frequency reuse efficiency needs to be further improved. By employing

the CDMA technique, the universal frequency reuse is allowed. However,

the disadvantage is that the CCI becomes severe. This may significantly

deteriorate the quality of communications, especially for those users at the

cell edge. Hence, interference mitigation technique is necessary for each BS

to fairly sustain the QoS for all its users. Multicell cooperation is considered

as an effective way to solve the problem. Instead of performing coding and

decoding separately, BSs can operate in a coordinated way by exchanging

information and parameter through the backhaul channels among several

cells and optimize the resource allocation over the whole network.

From the angle of network structure, multicell cooperation can be classi-

fied as centralized cooperation and distributed cooperation. In centralized

multicell cooperation, information and data for all BSs are sent to a cen-

tral control unit and all computation only takes place in the central control

unit. The disadvantage of this type of cooperation is the need of enormous

signaling overhead [2]. Another way of multicell cooperation is that all BSs

cooperate with each other in a distributed way where each BS optimizes the

resource allocation for its users based on the information exchange with all

other BSs and a central control unit is no longer necessary. The comparison

of centralized cooperation and distributed cooperation is shown in Figure
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1.3.

Figure 1.3. Comparison of centralized cooperation and distributed
cooperation [2].

From the angle of information exchange, multicell cooperation can be clas-

sified as interference coordination and signal-level coordination [21]. Inter-

ference coordination is achieved by sharing CSI of inter-cell channels among

neighboring BSs through backhaul channels. Based on the CSI of the whole

network, BSs can coordinately optimize their resource allocation strategies

such as power and beam directions, if the beamforming technique is em-

ployed. Different from the interference coordination, BSs can also coordi-

nate by sharing not only CSI, but also signal data, which can achieve better

performance improvement. The challenge of this type of coordination is the

requirement of perfect signal-level synchronization and increased traffic in

the backhaul channels. A common way of signal-level coordination is to

construct a cooperative MIMO by jointly processing the antennas of several

BSs.

1.4 Thesis Outline

In wireless communications, the reliability of communications depends on

the QoS that the system can provide to each user. To improve the frequency

utilization efficiency, the frequency reuse technique has been deployed, which
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will introduce CCI and degrade the QoS for users. In addition, services such

as mobile multimedia urge wireless networks to provide higher data rate,

which means that the QoS of users must be further improved. Beamform-

ing is a promising technique to improve the QoS by suppressing the CCI

and introducing array gain. However, in conventional wireless networks, the

single BS-based beamforming may not suppress CCI satisfactorily. Hence,

this thesis proposes various coordination based beamforming techniques for

multicell multi-user wireless networks.

Chapter 2 provides a survey on MIMO and power control techniques used

in wireless networks. To begin with, wireless communication channels, es-

pecially the fading channels are first discussed. Several models for charac-

terizing fading channels are introduced. Following on this, the MIMO tech-

nique compromising spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing is introduced.

The beamforming techniques are then discussed for both the uplink and the

downlink. Finally, the power control and power allocation techniques are

introduced for the multi-user wireless networks.

In Chapter 3, the convex optimization technique and game theoretic meth-

ods are briefly reviewed. For convex optimization, fundamental concepts

and typical optimization problems are covered while for game theory, both

the strategic game and coalitional game are discussed.

The novel contributions of this thesis are provided in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

In chapter 4, a coordinated downlink beamforming technique for multicell

wireless networks with mixed QoS will be presented. Instead of attaining an

overall balanced signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) to all users in

all cells, the proposed algorithm allows a specific subset of users in each cell

to achieve certain target SINRs while the SINRs of the remaining users in

all cells are balanced subject to the total transmission power. Two scenarios

are considered in the chapter. In the first scenario, all BSs jointly design

beamformers for all users in all cells while in the second scenario, a subset
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of BSs coordinates to beamforming for their users while ensuring the inter-

ference leakage to users in the neighboring cells is below a threshold. The

novelty of this work is supported by [22,23].

Chapter 5 considers a coordinated multicell downlink beamforming based on

the SINR balancing technique within the context of users in different BSs

achieve maximized balanced SINRs with different levels. Instead of attaining

an overall balance of SINRs to all users in all cells, a multiple steps opti-

mization algorithm is proposed that allows users in various cell to achieve

different maximum possible balanced SINRs subject to the individual BS

transmission power. Different to the existing work using SINR constraints,

the optimization algorithm introduces interference constraints at each opti-

mization stage to guarantee the balanced SINRs for users served by those

BSs that have used their full transmission power are not degraded. An inter-

ference modified rebalancing technique is proposed to improve the flexibility

of the proposed algorithm. This work has been published in [24].

A coalitional game based multicell downlink beamforming is proposed in

Chapter 6, in which BSs are allowed to partially cooperate by forming coali-

tions. The target of a BS is to minimize its power consumption while allowing

its users to achieve a set of SINR targets. Different to existing coordinated

multicell beamforming that all BSs form full cooperation to improve the

overall performance, by introducing cooperation cost, not all BSs have in-

centive to join the cooperation. Hence, a coalition formation algorithm is

proposed which allows BSs to minimize their resource consumption by form-

ing appropriate coalitions. Both the Pareto order and the Majority order are

considered as the decision rule in the coalition formation process. To improve

the performance of the coalition formation algorithm, an α-Modification al-

gorithm is proposed.

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7 with a discussion on potential

future works.



Chapter 2

MULTIPLE ANTENNA AND

POWER CONTROL

TECHNIQUES IN WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION

NETWORKS

In this chapter, the background techniques for the contribution chapters are

reviewed. The main focus is on the beamforming and power control tech-

niques in wireless networks. To comprehensively understand the motivation

of these background techniques, this chapter starts from the introduction of

wireless communication channels. The interference channel caused by co-

channel interference is particularly emphasized. An overall review of MIMO

technique is then provided which includes spatial diversity, spatial multiplex-

ing and beamforming. Finally, power allocation methods for both downlink

and uplink communications are introduced.

11
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2.1 Wireless Communication Channels

The radio channel is a fundamental factor for analyzing wireless communi-

cation systems. Different to the wired channels, the radio channels are not

stationary and may not be predictable since the transmission path between

the transmitter and the receiver can vary due to the change of transmission

environment [3]. The communication quality of a wireless system is highly

dependent on these channel states. Hence, modeling radio channels is one

the most significant tasks in designing a wireless system.

2.1.1 Radio Propagation and Fading

In wireless communications, the radio channel is a physical media for the

propagation of signals between the transmitter and the receiver [4]. The

basic characteristic of radio propagation is that the strength of the signal

transmitted through a radio channel will decrease along with the propa-

gation. Such phenomenon is called signal attenuation. For radio channels

without any specific characteristics, the signal attenuation depends on the

propagation distance. The fundamental model to describe the distance de-

pendent attenuation is the ideal free space model, i.e., line-of-sight (LOS)

scenario, where there is no obstruction between the transmitter and the re-

ceiver. In free space propagation, the power of the received signal is inversely

proportional to the square of the distance d, as [25]:

Pr(d) =
PtGtGrλ

2

(4π)2d2L
, (2.1.1)

where Pt is the transmitted power, Gt is the gain of the transmitter, Gr is

the gain of the receiver, λ is the wavelength, and L is the system loss factor.

Then, the signal attenuation is the difference between the transmitted power
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and the received power, which is called path loss can be expressed as

PL(dB) = 10log10
Pt
Pr

= −10log10

[
GtGrλ

2

(4π)2d2

]
. (2.1.2)

In practice, the complexity of radio propagation environment implies that

the idealized model is inadequate to characterize all channel behaviors. For

example, in terrestrial wireless systems, in addition to the path loss, the sig-

nal can be attenuated by buildings and hills located between the transmitter

and the receiver. Due to the nature of electromagnetic wave, there are three

mechanisms that impact the radio signal propagation: reflection, diffraction

and scattering [26]. The reflection of radio waves generates multiple prop-

agation paths for the receiveres, which is called multipath propagation. In

addition, if the propagation of radio waves is obstructed by a dense body

with large dimension (compare to λ), secondary waves can be formed behind

the obstruction body through diffraction and the transmitted signal can still

arrive at the receiver. Such phenomenon is called shadowing. Hence, in

wireless communications, the received signal is the superposition of mul-

tiple copies of the transmitted signal with different delay, phase shift and

attenuation. If such additivity is destructive to the signal, fading incurs.

Figure 2.1. Channel induced intersymbol interference.

Fading (also called small-scale fading in some articles) is both frequency

dependent and time variant. In practice, it is mainly dominated by multi-

path propagation and Doppler effects, which refer to the two mechanisms

for the manifestation of fading: time dispersion (time-delay spreading) and
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time variant [25]. In multipath dominant fading, a channel is said to be fre-

quency selective if Ts < Tm, where Ts and Tm represent the symbol duration

and the maximum delay spread of the channel, respectively. For a single

transmitted impulse, the maximum delay spread is the time duration of the

received multipath signal where the power between the first and the last

components is over some threshold value. Hence, for a frequency selective

channel, the length of the received components for a symbol is longer than

the symbol’s duration. For this case, there is significant overlap between

neighboring symbols. Such phenomenon is called inter-symbol interference

(ISI) as shown in Figure 2.1. From the view of frequency domain, a frequency

selective channel also means that the spectral components of the signal are

not equally influenced by the channel. Hence, the coherence bandwidth is

smaller than the bandwidth of the signal, where the coherence bandwidth

is a range of frequencies over which the channel has equal gain and linear

phase [26]. In comparison to the frequency selective channel, a channel is

said to be frequency non-selective or flat fading if Ts > Tm. Illustrated in

a reciprocal way, all spectral components of the signal are affected by a flat

fading channel in the same manner. Hence, for a flat fading channel, ISI

will not occur. However, the performance degradation still exists due to the

destructive additivity of phase components [26].

In mobile wireless communications, the degradation of signal not only de-

pends on the time dispersion but also depends on the time-variant nature of

the channel due to relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver.

Fading caused by the time-variant is called Doppler effect and can be classi-

fied into two categories: fast fading and slow fading. In fast fading, the time

that channel behaves in a correlated manner is shorter than the symbol’s

duration Ts and the distortion manifests as the baseband pulse distortion

rather than the ISI. In slow fading, such time is longer than the symbol’s

duration, which means that the baseband pulse distortion will not occur.
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However, similar to the flat fading, in slow fading, the degradation on SNR

will still take place [26].

2.1.2 Channel Models

In practice, due to the complexity and variability of wireless communication

environment, wireless communication channels are characterized by vari-

ous empirical based channel models. One of the widely used models is

the Okumura-Hata model, which is applicable for the frequency range from

150MHz to 1500MHz. By extending the application frequency to 2000MHz,

the Hata model was adopted as the reference model for the PCS system [27].

Another famous model is the Walfisch-Ikegami model (WIM), which has been

employed by the GSM system. Compared to the Hata model, more factors

are introduced into the WIM model to measure the loss caused by diffraction

and scattering and the fading caused by different obstructions.

In addition to empirical channel models, various statistical models have been

developed to specifically characterize channel fading. For the propagation

environment with many objects scattering radio signals such as the cen-

tral areas of cities, radio channels can be characterized by Rayleigh fading.

Rayleigh fading is used for the environment that there is no dominant sta-

tionary signal component, or roughly speaking, the LOS between the trans-

mitter and the receiver does not exist. Then, the signal envelope r follows

the Rayleigh distribution with the following probability distribution function

(PDF) [28]:

p(r) =
r

σ2
exp

(
− r2

2σ2

)
, r ≥ 0 (2.1.3)

where σ2 is the average power of the received signal. If the LOS exists, then

the Rician fading is used and the signal envelope has the following PDF [28]:

p(r) =
r

σ2
exp

(
−(r2 +A2)

2σ2

)
I0

(
Ar

σ2

)
, r ≥ 0, A ≥ 0, (2.1.4)
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where A is the peak amplitude of the dominant signal and I0(·) is the mod-

ified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order. It should be noticed

that if A = 0, the dominant signal component is absent, then the Rician

distribution is reduced to the Rayleigh distribution. In this thesis, all sim-

ulations have been drawn based on the Rayleigh and flat fading channels.

Figure 2.2. Interference channel model.

2.2 Interference Channel

When the performance of a wireless communication systems is analyzed, a

starting point is to consider the radio channel only with noise. A primar-

ily considered noise is the thermal noise generated at the receiver, which

has zero mean Gaussian PDF. Hence, the received signal is simply mod-

eled by assuming the channel is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channel. However, in practice, the external interference has more significant

effect than the thermal noise, such as the filter-induced ISI and the channel-

induced ISI. With the increasing number of users in wireless networks, the

frequency reuse scheme is employed to accommodate the frequency insuffi-
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ciency. The share of radio frequency within several communication channels

will cause co-channel interference, which becomes the dominant interference

in wireless communications. A channel with co-channel interference is called

interference channel (IFC) [25]. Figure 2.2 shows a typical IFC with N pairs

of transmitter-receivers sharing the same frequency band. Then, the received

signal at the kth receiver can be written as

yk(n) =

N∑
i=1

hi,kxi(n) + ηk(n), (2.2.1)

where xi(n) is the signal transmitted by the ith transmitter, ηk(n) is the

noise at the kth receiver, and hj,k represents the channel gain from the jth

transmitter to the kth receiver.

Figure 2.3. Inter-cell interference.

In mobile wireless communication systems with universal frequency reuse

such as the CDMA system, all mobile users in all cells share the same fre-

quency band. Hence, users in a specific cell suffer from CCI caused by the

communications of adjacent cells, which is called inter-cell interference (ICI)

as shown in Figure 2.3. In traditional mobile networks, ICI is generally

considered as background noise and the quality of the received signal is eval-

uated by the SNR at the receiver. Such consideration is effective only if the

ICI is weak. In practice, if some mobile users are at the cell edge, they will

suffer severe ICI and the capacity of the network will decrease dramatically.

Hence, instead of using SNR, the SINR is more appropriate when designing
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a mobile wireless network. In chapter 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis, the aim of

the proposed techniques is to suppress ICI to enhance SINR using multiple

antenna techniques.

2.3 Multiple Antenna Technique

The multiple-input multiple-output technique has emerged for improving the

data rates and reliability in wireless communications. In traditional wireless

communications, the deployment of single antenna at both the transmitter

and the receiver restricts the data processing to only within the time and

frequency domain. By deploying multiple antennas, the spatial dimension is

extended and the system performance such as coverage and error rate can

be improved. A typical point-to-point MIMO system is shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. A point-to-point MIMO communication system.

Depending on the deployment of multiple antennas at the transmitter or the

receiver, MIMO communications can be classified as single-input multiple-

output (SIMO) systems, multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems, and

MIMO systems. A further classification is point-to-point MIMO and point

to multiple points MIMO, where the latter is also known as multiuser mul-

tiplexing. A wireless communication system can benefit from using MIMO
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communications by obtaining array gain, spatial diversity gain and spatial

multiplexing gain.

Spatial Diversity Gain

As discussed in Section 2.1, channel fading caused by the random fluctuation

of space and frequency could severely impact signal propagation and degrade

the performance of wireless systems. Diversity is a technique used to combat

the effect of channel fading. The principle of diversity is to provide the

receiver multiple copies of the same signal by transmitting the signal over

multiple independent fading paths. The philosophy behind this technique

arises from the fact that independent paths are unlikely to suffer a fade

at the same time [29]. Hence, with the increasing number of independent

copies, the probability that all copies of the signal suffering a deep fade

becomes low. The spatial diversity gain refers to the link reliability and

can be characterized by diversity order. A MIMO system with Mt transmit

antennas and Mr receive antennas can achieve a maximum spatial diversity

order of MtMr.

Arrary Gain

Array gain is the improvement of SNR at the receiver, which can be obtained

by combining signals at the receiver. Different to the spatial diversity gain,

either the multiple paths are independent or correlated, the array gain can

be obtained. The SNR at the receiver will increase linearly with the number

of receiver antennas.

Spatial Multiplexing Gain

With the deployment of multiple antenna at both sides of the link, the data

rates can be linearly increased, which is called spatial multiplexing gain. In

spatial multiplexing, each transmitter antenna sends an independent data
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stream. At the receiver, the multiple data streams are separated and the

data rate is improved.

In addition to the benefits discussed above, MIMO can also be used for in-

terference suppression with the employment of beamforming techniques. In

the following of this section, both the spatial diversity and the spatial multi-

plexing will be reviewed. Particular attention will be paid on beamforming

techniques.

2.3.1 Spatial Diversity

Diversity technique can be accomplished in different domains. Time diversity

is achieved by transmitting the same signal at different time slots with a time

interval greater than the channel coherence time. It is often used to suppress

the error bursts caused by time-varying channels [30]. In practice, time

diversity can be achieved through coding or interleaving [4]. In frequency

diversity, the same signal is transmitted at different carrier frequencies. This

technique is used to overcome the frequency selective fading since there is

low probability that signals suffer severe attenuation at different frequencies

simultaneously. The use of frequency diversity requires higher transmission

power. With the deployment of multiple antennas at the transmitter or

receiver, the spatial diversity (also called space diversity) can be achieved.

Instead of sacrificing time or frequency, in spatial diversity schemes, the

spatial dimensions are exploited by using multiple antennas at one or both

sides of the transmission link. Spatial diversity can be classified into two

types: receiver diversity and transmitter diversity.

Receiver Diversity

Spatial diversity can be obtained by using multiple antennas at the receiver.

If these antennas are spaced sufficiently apart (the space is greater than

half of the wavelength), the signal paths corresponding to different receiver
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antennas can be thought of as independently faded. Here, each of these inde-

pendent fading path is called a branch. Then, by combining these branches,

a combined signal can be obtained at the receiver and passed to a demodula-

tor. It is important to choose appropriate combining scheme to accommodate

the complexity and overall performance.

The simplest combining strategy is to choose the branch with the high-

est SNR, which is called selection combining (SC). Instead of using SNR,

other metrics such as absolute power and bit error rate (BER) can also be

adopted [29]. Though by using SC, the highest SNR among all branches

can be obtained at the output, such method needs continuous monitor on

SNRs of all branches if the source signal is transmitted continuously. Hence,

the implementation complexity is increased. To avoid this problem, another

method called threshold combining (TC) is used. Here, a branch with the

SNR higher than a threshold value will be chosen. Since there are generally

more than one SNRs greater than the threshold, a preset decision rule should

be applied that sequentially detect the SNR of each branch and choose the

first qualified branch.

Instead of choosing a single branch, the output signal can also be obtained

by linearly combining all the branches with the assignment of a weight ai to

each branch, which is called gain combining. When the weights are set as

ai = e−jωi , the combiner is called equal gain combiner (EGC). Here, ωi is the

phase of the incoming signal on the ith branch and the multiplication of e−jωi

means that signals received by different antennas are co-phased. Hence, to

use EGC, knowledge of signal phases is required at the combiner [29]. In

EGC, each branch has the same contribution to the array gain at the com-

biner output. Another linear combiner is the the maximal ratio combiner

(MRC). Different to EGC, the goal of MRC is to maximize the output SNR

of the combiner. Hence, branches with high SNRs should be assigned to

more weights than branches with low SNRs. By letting the weight of each
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branch be propotional to its corresponding SNR, the output SNR is maxi-

mized. In MRC, in addition to signal phases, the knowledge of channel gains

for all signal paths is also required.

Transmitter Diversity

When the transmitter is equipped with multiple antennas, diversity can also

be obtained. The motivation of using transmit diversity is that in some wire-

less communication systems, the transmitter has more capability in terms

of processing power and space to accommodate multiple antennas. For ex-

ample, in cellular wireless communications, the BSs can provide more power

and have stronger computational capability than mobile users. In receiver

diversity, the CSI is always known by the combiner due to the fact that it

can be easily estimated by the receiver. However, this is not the case at

the transmitter, where the channel knowledge needs to be fed back from the

receiver.

When the channel information is known at the transmitter, transmit diver-

sity can be obtained similar to the receiver diversity. The signal is multiplied

by a combining weight before it is transmitted by an antenna and the signal

at the receiver is the summation of the weighted signals transmitted by all

antennas. Transmit diversity can also be obtained if the CSI is not known

at the transmitter. For example, in [31], a space-time coding based diver-

sity was proposed for a digital communication system with a two antenna

diversity, which is called Alamouti space-time block coding.

2.3.2 Spatial Multiplexing

In MIMO communication systems, by equipping multiple antennas at both

the transmitter and the receiver, additional spatial dimension is provided for

communications [32, 33]. Several data streams can be spatially multiplexed

onto the MIMO channel by decomposing the MIMO channel matrix into
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several independent spatial sub-channels. Then, data rate can be increased

through a factor that is not greater than the rank of the MIMO matrix [4,34].

Consider the point-to-point MIMO system shown in Figure 2.4. With Mt

antennas at the transmitter and Mr antennas at the receiver, the received

signal can be expressed as

y(n) = Hx(n) + ηηη(n), (2.3.1)

where H ∈ CMr×Mt is the channel matrix with the entries hj,k represent-

ing the complex channel gain between the jth transmitter and kth receiver;

x(n) = [x1(n), · · · , xMt(n)]T and y(n) = [y1(n), · · · , yMr(n)]T are the trans-

mitted signal vector and received signal vector, respectively, where xi(n) is

the symbol transmitted by the ith antenna and yi(n) is the signal received

by the ith antenna; ηηη(n) ∈ CMr×1 is the noise vector at the receiver, where

each ηi(n) is AWGN. It is assumed that the channel matrix H is known to

both the transmitter and the receiver. Then, H can be decomposed through

the singular value decomposition (SVD) as [35]

H = UΣVH , (2.3.2)

where U ∈ CMr×Mr and V ∈ CMt×Mt are unitary singular matrices; Σ ∈

CMr×Mt is a diagonal matrix obtained from the singular values {vi} of H,

where vi =
√
λi and λi is the ith eigenvalue of matrix HHH . By performing

precoding at the transmitter, the modulated symbol stream x̃ can be coded

from x as

x = Vx̃ (2.3.3)

In addition, the received signal can be shaped through

ỹ = UHy. (2.3.4)
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Such transmitter precoding and receiver shaping can decompose the MIMO

channel into RH number of independent SISO channels as shown in Figure

2.5, where RH is the rank of matrix H. Then, the shaped receiving signal

can be written as

ỹ = UH(Hx(n) + ηηη(n)) = Σx̃ + η̃ηη, (2.3.5)

where η̃ηη = UHηηη and ỹ = [ỹ1, · · · , ỹRH
]T . By the above channel decompo-

sition method, the data rate can be increased up to RH times compared to

the SISO counterpart.

Figure 2.5. Parallel decomposition of the MIMO channel.

2.3.3 Beamforming Technique

Beamforming is a classical technique in array processing that is based on the

combination of multiple antenna technique and digital signal processing. As

introduced in Chapter 1, it has been widely used in both military affairs and

civil communications. The principle of beamforming is to multiply a complex

weight to the signal at each antenna branch before the signal is transmitted

or after the signal is received. Different to the spatial diversity that aims to
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overcome deep fades, for beamforming, the antenna array is used to adjust

the beam pattern of the transmitter or receiver to improve the channel gain

towards the desired directions while minimizing the interference power at

the receiver. Such characteristic is especially appropriate for the processing

of multiple spatially separated signals. Hence, beamforming can be used to

improve the capacity of cellular networks by supporting multiple co-channel

users in each cell, where signal for each user manifests as interference to

other users. In this subsection, both receiver and transmitter beamforming

are discussed.

Receiver Beamforming

Receiver beamforming is employed when the receiver is equipped with mul-

tiple antennas while the transmitter has only one antenna. The objective of

receiver beamforming is to extract the desired signal from the received signal

which is corrupted by both noise and interfering signals. A typical receiver

beamformer with M antennas is shown in Figure 2.6. By linearly combining

signals from all antenna branches, the output signal of the beamformer y(n)

can be written as

y(n) = wHr(n), (2.3.6)

where n is the time index, r(n) = [r1(n), · · · , rM (n)]T represents the signal

received by the antenna array, and w = [w1, · · · , wM ]T is the beamformer

vector. Consider a wireless communication system with J transmitting

sources. The signal received by the antenna array r(n) is the superposi-

tion of signals from all sources and the noise at the receiver that can be

expressed as

r(n) = sd(n) + s−d(n) + ηηη(n), (2.3.7)

where sd(n) ∈ CM×1 is the desired signal, s−d(n) ∈ CM×1 is the superpo-

sition of all signals except the desired signal, and ηηη(n) represents the noise
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Figure 2.6. Mathematical structure of a receiver beamformer.

vector. Hence, to obtain the desired signal, the weight vector w needs to be

designed to suppress the interference caused by other signals.

Different methods have been proposed to design beamfomers at the receiver

depending on various design criteria. One of the well known algorithms is

the MVDR proposed in the early stage of the development of beamforming

technique [12]. The philosophy of this method is to keep the gain of the

desired signal as one at the beamformer output while minimizing the inter-

ference induced by signals from all other transmitting sources. By assuming

arrays at the receiver are all linearly placed and transmit sources are far

away from the receiver, the desired signal sd(n) can be written as

sd(n) = sd(n)s(θd), (2.3.8)

where θd is the direction of arrival of the desired signal and s(θd) ∈ CM×1 is

the steering vector that defined as

s(θd) = [1, e−jθd , · · · , e−j(M−1)θd ]T . (2.3.9)
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Then, for the MVDR algorithm, the receiver beamformer is given by [36]

wd =
R−1s(θd)

sH(θd)R−1s(θd)
, (2.3.10)

where R = E{r(n)rH(n)} is the covariance matrix of signals received at

the antenna array. It is obvious that the MVDR algorithm depends on the

knowledge of DOA θd. Several methods have been developed to estimate the

DOA such as MUSIC in [13], ESPRIT in [14], and the Capon method.

Another widely used beamformer design method is the minimum mean

square error (MMSE) receiver arises from the concept of Wiener filter [36].

The principle of Wiener filter is to find the optimal filtering coefficients that

minimize the estimation error. In receiver beamforming, the error is the dif-

ference between the desired signal and the output signal of the beamformer

that can be written as

e(n) = d(n)− y(n) = sd(n)−wHr(n). (2.3.11)

The purpose is to find a set of beamformer weights that minimizes the MSE.

Hence, the MMSE beamformer is given by [36]

wopt = R−1P, (2.3.12)

where R = E{r(n)rH(n)} and P = E{r(n)sd(n)} is the cross correlation

vector between the desired signal and the signal received at the antenna ar-

ray. Since the optimal solution only depends on the covariance matrix R and

the cross correlation vector P, in practice, by transmitting training signals

to the receiver, the MMSE beamformer can be determined. Beamformer at

the receiver can also be designed by maximizing the SINR of the desired sig-

nal. For the desired signal sd(n), the SINR at the output of the beamformer
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is given by

SINRd =
wHRdw

wHR−dw
, (2.3.13)

where Rd = E{sd(n)sHd (n)} and R−d = E{[s−d(n)+ηηη(n)][s−d(n)+ηηη(n)]H}.

Then, the optimal beamformer is equivalent to the generalized eigenvector

of [Rd, R−d] that satisfies [37]

R−1
−dRdw = λmaxw, (2.3.14)

where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix R−1
−dRd.

Transmitter Beamforming

Contrary to the receiver beamforming, in transmitter beamforming, multiple

antennas are equipped at the transmitter and each receiver is only equipped

with one antenna. In cellular wireless systems, the use of transmitter beam-

forming can bring special benefits. On one hand, since the throughput in the

downlink is typically much higher than that in the uplink, transmitter beam-

forming at the BS can optimize the downlink transmission and significantly

improve the system performance; on the other hand, due to the higher capa-

bility on data processing, it is easier to realize beamforming at the BS than

at the user terminals. There are several differences between designing trans-

mitter beamforming and receiver beamforming. In the latter, beamformer

for a specific user can be indepedently designed since it will not affect the

performance of the other users. In transmitter beamforming, to avoid the

interference to the unintended users covered in the same area, beamformers

for all users must be jointly designed. In addition, for receiver beamforming,

by using training signals, channel coefficients can be directly estimated by

the receiver. In transmitter beamforming, however, such knowledge need

to be obtained by receiving the CSI from the receiver through a feedback

channel [38–41].
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Figure 2.7. Transmitter beamformer with multiple users.

Consider a cellular wireless network with one BS serving K users. It is

assumed that the BS is equipped with M antennas and each users only has

one antenna. Then, the transmitter beamforming at the BS is shown in

Figure 2.7, and the received signal at the kth user is given by

yk(n) = hHk x(n) + ηk(n), (2.3.15)

where ηk(n) is a AWGN received at user k, hk ∈ CM×1 is the channel

coefficient vector between the BS and the kth user, and x(n) is the signal

transmitted by the BS with the following expression

x(n) = Ws(n), (2.3.16)

where s(n) = [s1(n), · · · , sk(n)]T and sk(n) is the signal symbol for the kth

user for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, W = [w1, · · · ,wK ] and wk ∈ CM×1 is the

transmitter beamformer vector for the kth user. To design beamformers

at the transmitter, various methods with different design criteria have been

proposed. The simplest method is the zero forcing beamforming, in which
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the beamformer for a specific user manifests as null to the channels of all

other users [18, 19, 42]. To perform zero forcing, the received signals at all

users are stacked in one vector as

y = Hx(n) + ηηη(n), (2.3.17)

where H = [h1, · · · ,hK ]T is the channel matrix for all users and ηηη(n) is the

noise vector. Then, the SINR at the kth user can be written as

SINRk =
[HW]2k,k∑

j 6=k[HW]2k,j + σ2
k

, (2.3.18)

where σ2
k is the noise variance for the kth user.

The objective of the zero forcing beamforming is to design beamformers for

all users to force the interference between users as zero, i,e, [HW]2k,j = 0

for all j 6= k. By assuming E{s(n)sH(n)} = I and [HW]2k,k ≥ 0, for all

k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, if the zero forcing is achievable, then the following condition

should hold:

HW = diag{τττ}, (2.3.19)

where τττ = [
√
τ1, · · · ,

√
τK ]T . Then, the MISO channels can be decoupled

into K independent sub-channels as

yk(n) =
√
τksk(n) + ηk(n), k = 1, . . . ,K. (2.3.20)

In zero forcing, the vector τττ is the diagonal elements of the matrix HW.

Hence, it is also known as block diagonalization [43, 44]. Though zero forc-

ing can completely mitigate the interference between all users, a significant

drawback of this method is that it requires the number of antennas at the

transmitter greater than the number of users [45]. Once the number of an-

tennas is less than the number of users, the antenna array does not have

sufficient degree of freedom to steer beams and mitigate interference among
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all users.

Instead of using zero forcing, another commonly used method in transmitter

beamforming is to minimize the total transmission power at the BS while

allowing users to achieve a set of target SINRs, which can be expressed

as [20,46]

min
wl

K∑
l=1

‖wl‖22

subject to
wH
k Rkwk

K∑
l 6=k

wH
l Rkwl + σ2

k

≥ γk, k = 1, . . . ,K, (2.3.21)

where γk is the SINR target for the kth user and Rk = hkh
H
k . Since problem

(2.3.21) is a quadratically constrained nonconvex problem, it can not be

directly solved. Hence, (2.3.21) is always converted into a SDP problem

by introducing Lagrangian relaxation, and then can be directly solved using

existing convex optimization tool boxes [47–49]. A problem induced by using

this method is that if the total allowable transmission power at the BS is

constrained by some value, the optimization problem may be infeasible.

To overcome this drawback, another framework has been proposed to achieve

the fairness for all users by maximizing the SINR of worst-case user under

a certain total power constraint at the BS [37, 50, 51]. This method is also

known as SINR balancing technique that can be expressed as

max
U,p

min
k

SINRk(U,p)

δk
, k = 1, · · · ,K,

1Tp ≤ Pmax, (2.3.22)

where δk and Pmax are the weighting factor for the kth user and the total

allowable transmission power, respectively. In (2.3.22), U = [u1, · · · ,uk]

where uk is the beam patter vector for the kth user with ‖uk‖2 = 1,

p = [p1, · · · , pK ]T is the power allocation vector for all users and pk is the
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allocated power for the kth user with wk =
√
pkuk. Since problem (2.3.22)

is a quasiconvex problem that difficult to be directly solved, an iterative

based method has been proposed [52], in which the problem is converted

into iteratively updating power allocation and beamformers in the uplink.

2.4 Power Control in Wireless Communication Networks

Transmission power is a valuable resource in wireless communications. How

to assign the power hence becomes a significant issue in designing wireless

communication systems. In cellular wireless networks, power control com-

prises of managing and adjusting transmission power for both BSs and user

terminals. In wireless communications, specific SINR should be achieved

at the output of the receiver to guarantee the QoS for communication. To

improve the SINR for a specific link, a simple way is to increase the trans-

mission power for this link. However, due to the employment of frequency

reuse scheme, the increase of power for a link will induce more CCI to other

links and degrade their QoS. Hence, the objective of power control is to

guarantee the communication quality for a certain link while reducing the

CCI to other links.

Various of power control schemes have been proposed. A simple classification

on the power control schemes is based on how to measure the communication

quality., i.e., power strength-based, SINR-based and BER-based power con-

trol, where the QoS is measured based on signal strength, SINR and BER,

respectively. Then, the control of transmission power depends on whether

the obtained measurement is higher than a threshold value.

In cellular wireless communications, based on directions of communication,

power control can be classified as uplink power control and downlink power

control. Power control in the uplink is one of the most important require-

ments for mobile communication systems. On one hand, the uplink transmit
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power cannot be arbitrarily large since it is limited by the battery used at

the mobile terminals. On the other hand, for those systems suffering near-

far effect, without uplink power control, the link quality of the user far away

from the BS will be severely interfered by the user near to the BS [53]. The

main challenge of uplink power control is the low computational capability

of mobile terminals. Different to the uplink case, in the downlink, the main

concern is to reduce the interference to other cells. The advantage of down-

link power control is the strong computational capability of BSs. However,

the complex optimization process will cause extra communication overhead.

In the following, algorithms for both uplink and downlink power control

schemes will be discussed.

2.4.1 Power Control in the Downlink

In cellular wireless networks, if there is a centralized controller that has the

knowledge of all channels in the system, a centralized scheme can be used

for the power control in the downlink. Consider a multicell network with J

cells, in which each BS serves only one mobile user. It is assumed that all

BSs and mobile users are equipped with only one antenna and all links are

on the same frequency channel. Then, the SINR at the user in the ith cell

is given by

Γi =
hi,ipi∑

j 6=i hj,ipj + σ2
i

, (2.4.1)

where hj,i is the channel gain between the jth BS and the user in the ith

cell, pi is the power transmitted by the ith BS, and σ2
i represents the noise

variance at the user served by the ith BS. The simplest standard for designing

such a network is to let all users achieve the same target SINR γ0. In this

case, the objective of power control is to keep SINRs for all users over γ0

by adjusting transmission power of all BSs. This SINR balancing based

power control has been well studied in [54], which can be solved through
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the maximal eigenvalue based method [55]. Following the problem proposed

in [54], a more general case is considered in which each user is allowed to

achieve a specific target SINR while the total transmission power over all

BSs is minimized. This problem can be stated as

minimize

J∑
i=1

pi

subject to Γi ≥ γi, i = 1, . . . , J, (2.4.2)

where γi is the target SINR for the user in the ith cell. This problem can

be solved by writing all SINR constraints into a matrix form as

(I−DF)p ≥ d, (2.4.3)

where p = [p1, · · · , pJ ]T is the power allocation vector for all users, D =

diag{γ1, · · · , γJ}, F is a matrix with the following structure

F =


hj,i
hi,i

> 0, if j 6= i

0, if j = i,

and d ∈ RJ×1 is a vector whose elements are defined as

di =
γiσ

2
i

hi,i
. (2.4.4)

Then, problem (2.4.2) is converted to the following optimization problem

minimize
J∑
i=1

pi

subject to (I−DF)p ≥ d (2.4.5)

It has been proved that if the spectral radius of DF is less than one, (I−DF)

is an invertible matrix [55]. This means that problem (2.4.5) is feasible and
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the optimal solution can be obtained when equality holds for (2.4.3). Then,

the optimal power allocation is given by

p∗ = (I−DF)−1d. (2.4.6)

Here, the optimal power allocation means that for any other feasible power

allocation p, it satisfies

p∗ ≤ p. (2.4.7)

2.4.2 Power Control in the Uplink

Different to the downlink power control, in the uplink, each user only knows

its local information and updates its own power. Hence, distributed based

algorithms should be used [53]. Consider the same multicell network dis-

cussed in the downlink case. Denote qi as the transmit power of the user in

the ith cell. The uplink SINR for the user in the ith cell is given by

Λi =
hi,iqi∑

j 6=i hi,jqj + σ2
. (2.4.8)

The objective of power control in the uplink is to meet the SINR target

of each user by letting each user control its own power. This problem can

be solved by employing the algorithm proposed in [56], in which the SINR

constraints are converted into corresponding constraints as

q ≥ b(q), (2.4.9)

where q = [q1, · · · , qJ ]T is the transmitted power vector in the uplink and

b(q) = [b1(q), · · · , bJ(q)]T , where bi(q) is the effective interference from

other users to user i, which can be defined as

bi(q) =
γi(
∑

j 6=i hi,jqj + σ2)

hi,i
. (2.4.10)
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Hence, the feasibility of the system is equivalent to whether the inequality

(2.4.9) can hold.

To analyze the convergence of the algorithm, a significant concept named

standard function has been proposed in [56], which can be defined as:

Definition 2.4.1. (Standard function) [56]: The interference function b(q)

is said to be standard if for all q ≥ 0, it possesses the following properties:

• Positivity: b(q) > 0.

• Monotonicity: If q1 ≥ q2, then b(q1) ≥ b(q2).

• Scalability: For any α > 1, αb(q) > b(αq).

If b(q) is a standard function, the optimal uplink power vector can be ob-

tained by iteratively updating the following equation

q(t+ 1) = b(q(t)). (2.4.11)

In addition, according to [56], the iterative based uplink power control algo-

rithm has the following properties:

• If a fixed convergence point exists, the fixed point is unique.

• For both synchronous and asynchronous cases, the algorithm can converge.

2.5 Summary

This chapter introduced various spatial diversity techniques and power con-

trol methods for wireless networks. Particular focus has been on the beam-

forming techniques and power control methods using convex optimization

techniques. These methods will be used in later chapters for coordinated

multicell processing and beamforming.



Chapter 3

CONVEX OPTIMIZATION

TECHNIQUE AND GAME

THEORY

In this chapter, the convex optimization technique and game theory are re-

viewed. The basic concepts of these techniques are briefly discussed. For con-

vex optimization, the formulation of canonical convex problems and quasi-

convex problems are introduced. For game theory, both the non-cooperative

games and cooperative games are studied. The combination of these tech-

niques gives the formulation and solution for the beamforming problems

proposed in this thesis.

3.1 Convex Optimization

Mathematical optimization has been developing for several decades and be-

ing everywhere from engineering to daily life [49,57]. When studying commu-

nications and signal processing, mathematical optimization is an undoubt-

edly indispensable technique since many problems in these areas can be for-

mulated into optimization problems with appropriate constraints [49,58,59].

One of the widely used optimization methods is the convex optimization.

The main advantage of a convex problem is that it can be efficiently solved

37
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using interior point method [49,60]. In addition, the emerge of software tool

boxes for solving convex optimization problems has further reinforced its

attraction [47, 48, 61]. Hence, when solving a generic optimization problem,

an efficient way is to reformulate it into a convex form with appropriate

mathematical manipulations [58,59].

3.1.1 Basic Concepts of Convex Optimization

In this subsection, the basic concepts in convex optimization are briefly

introduced.

Convex Sets

Definition[section]

Definition 3.1.1. (Convex set) [59]: A set K ∈ Rn is said to be convex if

the following condition is satisfied:

θx1 + (1− θ)x2 ∈ K, (3.1.1)

where x1,x2 ∈ K and θ ∈ [0, 1].

As shown in Figure 3.1, a convex set means that for any two points in the

set, the connection line of the two points still lies in the set. A typical convex

set is the Euclidean ball, which is defined as

B(xc, r) = {x | ‖x− xc‖2 ≤ r} , (3.1.2)

where vector xc is the center point of the ball and r is the radius of the ball

where r > 0. It is important to differentiate whether a set is convex or not

when solving an optimization problem.
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of convex set and nonconvex set.

Convex Functions

Definition 3.1.2. (Convex function) [49]: A function f(x) : Rn → R is

said to be a convex function if for any two points x1,x2 ∈ dom f(x), the

following condition is satisfied:

f(θx1 + (1− θ)x2) ≤ θf(x1) + (1− θ)f(x2), (3.1.3)

where dom f(x) is a convex set and θ ∈ [0, 1].

Inequality (3.1.3) means that for a convex function, the connection line be-

tween any (x1, f(x1)) and (x2, f(x2)) should lie above the f(x). Based on

the definition of convex function, a function f(x) is said to be concave if

−f(x) is convex.

An equivalent way to define a convex function is based on the differentiabil-

ity of function f(x). If f(x) is differentiable, then f(x) is convex if and only

if the following inequality is satisfied

f(x1) ≥ f(x2) +∇f(x2)T (x1 − x2), (3.1.4)

where x1,x2 ∈ dom f(x) and dom f(x) is a convex set. Inequality (3.1.4) is

also called the first-order condition, which means that the first-order Taylor

approximation of f(x) is a global underestimator [49].

In addition, if function f(x) is twice differentiable, the convexity of function
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f(x) is further equivalent to satisfy [49]

∇2f(x) � 0, (3.1.5)

where dom f(x) is a convex set and x ∈ dom f(x). The above inequality

means that a function f(x) is convex if and only if dom f(x) is a convex

set and the second derivative of f(x) is positive semidefinite [49].

Sublevel Sets

Definition 3.1.3. (Sublevel set) [62]: For a function f(x) : Rn → R, the

β-sublevel set of f(x) is defined as

Kβ = {x ∈ dom f(x) | f(x) ≤ β}. (3.1.6)

If f(x) is a convex function, all possible β-sublevel sets of f(x) are convex.

However, if all possible β-sublevel sets of f(x) are convex, it can not guaran-

tee that f(x) is a convex function [49]. For example, f(x) = −ax, x ∈ R with

a > 0, is a concave function though any of its β-sublevel sets are convex.

Quasiconvex functions

Definition 3.1.4. (Quasiconvex function) [63]: A function f(x) : Rn → R

is said to be quasiconvex if dom f(x) is a convex set and its β-sublevel sets

are convex for all β ∈ R.

For a convex function, since all its sublevel sets are convex, it is also quasi-

convex. A typical example of quasiconvex function is the log(x) on R+. The

comparison of convexity and quasiconvexity is shown in Figure 3.2.

Quasiconvexity can also be defined through Jenson’s inequality similar to

the convexity. Then, a function f(x) is quasiconvex if dom f(x) is a convex

set and

f(θx1 + (1− θ)x2) ≤ max{f(x1), f(x2)}, (3.1.7)
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of convex function and quasiconvex function.

where x1,x2 ∈ dom f(x) and θ ∈ [0, 1] [49]. The above definition means

that for a quasiconvex function, the value of a segment between any two

points is always smaller than the maximum value of the two endpoints.

3.1.2 Convex Optimization Problems

The standard form of optimization problems is expressed as [49]

minimize
x

f0(x)

subject to fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m,

hi(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . , p, (3.1.8)

where f0(x) : Rn → R is the objective function, x ∈ Rn is the optimization

variable, fi(x) : Rn → R are inequality constraint functions, and hi(x) :

Rn → R are equality constraint functions. The domain of the optimization

problem (3.1.8) is defined as

Dc =

m⋂
i=0

dom fi ∩
p⋂
i=0

dom hi. (3.1.9)

A point x ∈ Dc is said to be feasible if it can satisfy all constraints in (3.1.8).

If a feasible point exists, then problem (3.1.8) is feasible. If problem (3.1.8)
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is feasible, the optimal value of (3.1.8) is given by

f?0 = inf{f0(x) | fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · ,m, hi(x) = 0, i = 1, · · · , p}. (3.1.10)

The optimal point x? of (3.1.8) is a point in Dc, which is feasible and satisfies

f0(x?) = f?0 . In the following, some standard form convex optimization prob-

lems are reviewed. The advantage of the standard form convex optimization

is that it can be easily solved using software packages [48].

Linear Programming

The simplest form of convex optimization is the linear programming (LP),

which is generally expressed as

minimize
x

cTx + d

subject to Gx � h,

Ax = b, (3.1.11)

where G ∈ Rm×n and A ∈ Rp×n. In LP problem, both the objective function

and constraint functions are affine.

Quadratic Programming

A quadratic programming (QP) optimization has the following form

minimize
x

(1/2)xTPx + qTx + r

subject to Gx � h,

Ax = b, (3.1.12)

where P ∈ Sn+, G ∈ Rm×n, and A ∈ Rp×n. In QP, the objective function

is quadratic and all constraint functions are affine. It can be found that LP

is a special case of QP if matrix P is set to 0. By replacing the inequal-
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ity constraint of (3.1.12) with a set of quadratic inequality constraints, the

QP problem can be transferred into a quadratically constrained quadratic

programming (QCQP) problem, which has the following standard form [49]

minimize
x

(1/2)xTP0x + qT0 x + r0

subject to (1/2)xTPix + qTi x + ri ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m,

Ax = b, (3.1.13)

where Pi ∈ Sn+, i = 0, · · · ,m. Different to the QP that minimizes a

quadratic function over a polyhedron, in QCQP, a quadratic function is

minimized over a feasible region which is obtained by intersecting a set of

ellipsoids.

Second-Order Cone Programming

A second-order cone programming (SOCP) has the following standard form

minimize
x

fTx

subject to ‖Aix + bi‖2 ≤ cTi x + di, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,

Fx = g, (3.1.14)

where Ai ∈ Rni×n and F ∈ Rp×n. The inequality constraints in (3.1.14)

are called second-order cone constraints. SOCP is a more general form of

optimization than QCQP and LP since (3.1.14) can be reduced to a QCQP

by setting ci = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m, or transferred into a LP by setting Ai =

0, i = 1, . . . ,m.

Geometric Programming

Geometric programming (GP) problems are not convex in their natural form.

However, by changing variables and transforming both objective function
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and constraint functions, GP can be transferred into convex form optimiza-

tion problems. To begin with, the concepts of monomial function and posyn-

omial function are first introduced.

Definition 3.1.5. (Monomial function) [49]: A monomial function f(x) :

Rn++ → R is defined as

f(x) = cxa11 x
a2
2 · · ·x

an
n , (3.1.15)

where c > 0 and dom f = Rn++.

The exponents ai, i = 1, · · · , n, could be any real numbers.

Definition 3.1.6. (Posynomial function) [49]: A posynomial function is the

summation of a set of monomials with the following expression

f(x) =
K∑
k=1

ckx
a1k
1 xa2k2 · · ·xank

n , (3.1.16)

where ck > 0.

Then, a standard form GP problem is given as

minimize
x

f0(x)

subject to fi(x) ≤ 1, i = 1, · · · ,m,

hi(x) = 1, i = 1, · · · , p, (3.1.17)

where all inequality constraint functions fi(x) are posynomials and all equal-

ity constraint functions hi(x) are monomials.
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Semidefinite Programming

Semidefinite programming is a generalization of the standard form convex

optimization problem, which has the following form:

minimize
x

cTx

subject to x1F1 + x2F2 + . . .+ xnFn + G � 0,

Ax = b, (3.1.18)

where x ∈ Rn and A ∈ Rp×n. The inequality constraint in (3.1.18) is called

linear matrix inequality (LMI) with G,F1, . . . ,Fn ∈ Sk. Compared to other

canonical optimization problems, SDP is a more general form. For example,

if G,F1, . . . ,Fn are all diagonal matrices, the SDP problem (3.1.18) reduces

to a LP.

By introducing symmetric matrices C,A1, . . . ,Ap ∈ Sn, the standard form

SDP is expressed as

minimize
X

tr(CX)

subject to tr(AiX) = bi, i = 1, . . . , p

X � 0, (3.1.19)

where X ∈ Sn is the optimization variable.

3.1.3 Quasiconvex Optimization Problem

The standard form quasiconvex optimization problem is expressed as

minimize
x

f0(x)

subject to fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m,

Ax = b, (3.1.20)
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where the objective function f0(x) is quasiconvex and the inequality con-

straint functions are convex. The convexity of the inequality constraint

functions is based on the fact that a quasiconvex function can be replaced

by the corresponding convex functions [49].

The main difference between convex optimization and quasiconvex optimiza-

tion is that in quasiconvex optimization, local optimal solutions are not glob-

ally optimal [49]. If the objective function f0(x) of (3.1.20) is differentiable,

a solution x ∈ Xq is said to be optimal if for all y ∈ Xq, the following

conditions are satisfied [49]

∇f0(x)T (y − x) > 0, (3.1.21)

where Xq is the feasible set of the quasiconvex optimization problem. It

should be noticed that (3.1.21) is a sufficient condition rather than a nec-

essary and sufficient condition due to the local optimality in quasiconvex

optimization. In addition, the condition (3.1.21) holds only if ∇f(x0) is

nonzero.

Bisection Method for Quasiconvex Optimization

A quasiconvex optimization problem can be solved by solving a sequence

of convex optimization problems. This relies on the fact that the sublevel

sets of a quasiconvex function can be represented by a family of convex

inequalities. Define φt(x) : Rn → R, t ∈ R, as a family of convex functions

with the following property:

f0(x) ≤ t ⇐⇒ φt(x) ≤ 0, (3.1.22)

where φt(x) is a non-increasing function of t for a given x. Then the qua-

siconvex optimization problem (3.1.20) can be transferred to consider the
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following feasibility problem

find x

subject to φt(x) ≤ 0

fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m

Ax = b. (3.1.23)

Since all inequality constraint functions in (3.1.23) are convex and the equal-

ity constraints are linear, (3.1.23) is a convex feasibility problem. Let p?

be the optimal value of the quasiconvex optimization problem (3.1.20). If

(3.1.23) is feasible, p? ≤ t; if (3.1.23) is infeasible, p? ≥ t. For a given t,

p? ≤ t means that any feasible point x is feasible for the quasiconvex opti-

mization problem (3.1.20).

By solving the feasibility problem (3.1.23) at each step, the quasiconvex op-

timization problem (3.1.20) can be solved using the bisection method [49,64].

This method is based on the assumption that problem (3.1.23) is feasible and

p? lies in an initial interval [l, u]. Let t = (l + u)/2 and solve the feasibility

problem (3.1.23). If p? ≤ t, the optimal value is in the lower half of the

interval, then update the interval [l, u] by reducing u. If p? ≥ t, the optimal

value is in the upper half of the interval, then update the interval [l, u] by

increasing l. The optimal p? value can be obtained once u − l ≤ ε, where

ε > 0 is a tolerance value [64].

3.1.4 Lagrangian Duality

By introducing a set of weights, the objective function and all constraints

in (3.1.8) can be integrated into one function, which is called Lagrangian

duality. The Lagrangian L : Rn × Rm × Rp → R for problem (3.1.8) is
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defined as

L(x,λ,ν) = f0(x) +
m∑
i=1

λifi(x) +

p∑
i=1

νihi(x), (3.1.24)

where the domain of (3.1.24) is Dc × Rm × Rp and Dc is the domain of

problem (3.1.8). λ and ν are dual variables which are obtained by writing

all λi and νi into the vector form, respectively. λi and νi are Lagrange

multipliers associated with the ith inequality constraints and ith equality

constraints of (3.1.8), respectively. Based on L, the Lagrangian dual function

g : Rm × Rp → R is defined as

g(λ,ν) = inf
x∈Dc

(
f0(x) +

m∑
i=1

λifi(x) +

p∑
i=1

νihi(x)

)
. (3.1.25)

The Lagrangian dual function is always concave due to the fact that (3.1.25)

is the pointwise infimum of a family of affine functions of (λ,ν). For any

λ � 0 and ν, there exists lower bounds for the dual function (3.1.25) on

the optimal value p?. This can be derived in the following way. Let x̄ be

a feasible point for problem (3.1.8). Hence, fi(x̄) ≤ 0 and hi(x̄) = 0 hold.

By multiplying each constraint with associated Lagrangian multiplier, the

following inequality can be obtained

f0(x) ≥ f0(x) +
m∑
i=1

λifi(x) +

p∑
i=1

νihi(x)

≥ inf
z∈Dc

(
f0(z) +

m∑
i=1

λifi(z) +

p∑
i=1

νihi(z)

)
= g(λ,ν). (3.1.26)

Since x̄ is any feasible point that satisfies the inequality (3.1.26), the follow-

ing inequality holds

g(λ,ν) ≤ f0(x?). (3.1.27)
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The difference between g(λ,ν) and f0(x?) is called the duality gap. If

g(λ,ν) < f0(x?), the weak duality holds for the original problem and its

dual problem. If g(λ,ν) = f0(x?), the strong duality holds [49]. Hence,

solving problem (3.1.8) is equivalent to find the best lower bound obtained

from the Lagrange dual function through solving the following problem

maximize
λ,ν

g(λ,ν)

subject to λ ≥ 0. (3.1.28)

In this context, the original problem (3.1.8) is called the primal problem

and problem (3.1.28) is called the Lagrange dual problem associated with

the primal problem. The optimal solution of the Lagrange dual problem is

called the dual optimal denoted as (λ?,ν?). By observing problem (3.1.28),

it can be found that whether the primal problem is convex or not, the La-

grange dual problem is a convex optimization problem.

3.2 Game Theory

Game theory is a powerful tool to analyze the interactions among several

rational decision makers [65]. It has been playing an increasingly important

role in a wide range of disciplines such as economics, engineering and political

science [66]. Game theory is especially attractive in engineering in recent

years due to its advantages of flexibility and low complexity. The modern

game theory was first introduced in [67], in which the concept of game was

systematically described through giving the rules of the game, the moves of

decision makers and the outcome of each decision maker.
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3.2.1 Fundamentals of Game Theory

There are three main elements in formulating a game: players, strategies

and payoffs [68].

• Players: all decision makers involved in the game are called players.

• Strategies: decisions of action are called strategies of the players.

• Payoffs: the payoffs, also known as the utility, are used to quantitatively

measure the satisfaction of each player for a chosen strategy.

A well-known game in the field of game theory is the prisoner’s dilemma,

which was first presented in [69]. This game analyzes a scenario in which

the conflict of interest exists due to independent decision-making. The hy-

pothetical setting of this game is described in the following. Two persons

are arrested by the police as suspects of a crime and placed in two separate

rooms, hence they cannot communicate each other. It is assumed that the

police cannot convict either of the two suspects due to the lack of evidence.

Thus, the police decide to offer a deal to the suspects by allowing them con-

fess to reduce sentence. In this game, the players are the two suspects and

there are two available strategies for each player: confess and deny. With

the deal provided by the police, players know the payoffs obtained based on

their strategies, which are concluded as follows:

• If one of the suspects confesses the crime and the other denies, the denier

will be sent to jail for five years and the confessor will be set free.

• If both suspects confess, both of them will be sent to jail for three years.

• If both suspects deny, both of them will be sent to jail for one year.

The prisoner’s dilemma problem is depicted in Figure 3.3, in which suspect 1

and suspect 2 act as the column player and the row player, respectively. The

payoff of the game is represented by a pair (p1, p2), where p1 represents the

payoff for the column player and p2 represents the payoff for the row player.

There are four possible pairs of strategies: (Confess, Confess), (Confess,

Deny), (Deny, Confess) and (Deny, Deny). Since the two suspects are sep-
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Figure 3.3. Prisoners’ dilemma.

arately interrogated, there is no cooperation between them and one suspect

is unaware of the decision made by the other suspect. Hence, a player has

to independently choose the most preferable strategy by evaluating the out-

comes of all four possible pairs of strategies. From Figure 3.3, it can be found

that a player in this game has an incentive to always confess regardless of

the strategy chosen by the other player since by choosing confess, a player

can always have a better payoff. Then, due to the greediness of players,

(Confess, Confess) will be achieved as the equilibrium point though more

efficient outcomes can be obtained if both players choose (Deny, Deny). The

prisoner’s dilemma has profoundly revealed the insight of game theory in the

conflicting situation.

Games can be classified in several ways. Depending upon the total payoffs

of all the players, a game can be classified as zero-sum game and non-zero

sum game. Depending upon the information to all players, games can be

classified as games with complete inforamtion and games with incomplete

inforamtion. By observing the competitiveness between players, games can

be generally classified as non-cooperative games and cooperative games [70].

In cooperative games, the groups of players are allowed to cooperate with

each other to improve their individual payoffs or group payoffs while in non-

cooperative games, all players independently make decisions and compete

with each other. In the following, the non-cooperative games and cooperative

games will be reviewed in details, respectively.
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3.2.2 Non-cooperative Game Theory

A non-cooperative game focuses on analyzing the interactions between sev-

eral competitive decision-makers with conflicting interests. As one of the

most important branches, it has been widely used in economics, political

science and other disciplines. There are two major classes of games in non-

cooperative game theory: simultaneous games and sequential games. A

sequential game is always represented in a extensive form in which a player

knows the actions chosen by those players that acted before them and can

act more than once with a predefined order. In contrast, simultaneous games

are always in a strategic form that players takes their actions simultaneously

without any knowledge about other player’s actions. In the following, the

strategic form non-cooperative game will be emphatically discussed.

Non-cooperative Games in Strategic Form

A basic type of strategic form games is the game in matrix form as shown

in Figure 3.4, which is used to characterize non-cooperative games with two

players . A matrix game has the following characteristics [25]:

• Rows and columns refer to player 1 and player 2 respectively.

• Each row represents a strategy of the row player and each column repre-

sents a strategy of the column player.

• Each entry of the matrix represents a pair of outcome of the game, where

the elements are the payoffs of the row player and the column player, re-

spectively.

Figure 3.4. Strategic game in matrix form.
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The prisoner’s dilemma discussed above is a typical matrix game. The lim-

itation of the matrix form games is that it can only depict games with two

players. In the following, a general form of strategic game is discussed.

Definition 3.2.1. (Strategic game): A non-cooperative strategic game can

be expressed using a triplet as

G = (N , {Si}i∈N , {ui}i∈N ) (3.2.1)

where

• N = {1, . . . , N} is the set of players.

• Si is the strategy set for player i.

• ui is the utility function for player i.

With above definition, the strategy space of the strategic game (3.2.1) is

defined as S := S1 × · · · × SN . For any player i, si ∈ Si represents the

strategy of i and s−i = {sj}j∈N ,j 6=i denotes the vector of strategies of all

players except player i. A joint choice of strategies of all players is called

a strategy profile and denoted by (si, s−i) ∈ S. Then, the payoff function

of player i can be rewritten as a function of the strategies of all players as

ui(si, s−i). If for any player i, the strategy set Si is finite, game (3.2.1) is

called a finite game.

For a strategic form game, a problem is that whether a player knows the

common knowledge of the game such as the identities of all the other players

and their strategies and payoffs. If all elements of a game is known by all

players in the game, the game is said to be a game with complete information.

Otherwise, it is said to be a game with incomplete information [71].

Solutions of Non-cooperative Games

Given the model of a non-cooperative strategic game, it is important to find

the solution of the game. A commonly used concept in analyzing the solu-
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tions of non-cooperative games is Nash equilibrium, which was first proposed

by John Nash in [72]. For a non-cooperative game with rational players, the

Nash equilibrium (NE) is an outcome led by a strategy profile that no player

has incentive to move to another strategy. Before giving the definition of

Nash equilibrium, some concepts are first stated in the following. To solve

non-cooperative strategic games, the concept of Dominant strategy is first

introduced.

Definition 3.2.2. (Dominant strategy) [73]: The dominating strategy for

player i is a strategy si ∈ Si satisfying

ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s
′
i, s−i), s

′
i ∈ Si and ∀s−i ∈ S−i, (3.2.2)

where S−i is the set of all possible strategy profiles for all players except

player i. Hence, by choosing a dominating strategy, a player can always

obtain the highest payoff regardless of the strategies chosen by other players.

If dominant strategies exist for all players, then all players will choose their

dominant strategies and the set of dominant strategies for all players is

naturally the solution of the game. Such solution is called the Dominant-

strategy equilibrium and defined as

Definition 3.2.3. (dominant-strategy equilibrium) [25]: The dominant-

strategy equilibrium is a strategy profile s? ∈ S in which every strategy s?i

belongs to s? is a dominant strategy for the corresponding player.

A typical game with dominant strategy equilibrium is the prisoner’s dilemma

presented in Figure 3.3, in which confess is the dominant strategy for both

suspects. Hence, (confess, confess) is the dominant-strategy equilibrium and

(3, 3) is the outcome payoffs of the game. However, such dominant-strategy

equilibrium is inefficient since the payoffs obtained are not the best for both

players. It should also be noticed that the existence of the dominant-strategy

equilibrium is not guaranteed since for some games, dominant strategies may
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not exist for all players. Another concept for solving the non-cooperative

games is the best-response function, which is defined as

Definition 3.2.4. (Best response) [25]: The best response function of player

i to the profile of strategies s−i is the set of strategies with the following

expression

Bri(s−i) = {si ∈ Si | ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s
′
i, s−i), ∀s

′
i ∈ Si}. (3.2.3)

Hence, every strategy si in the set Bri(s−i) is the best response to a fixed

set of strategies of all the other players except player i. For a given strategy

profile s−i, any strategy in Bri(s−i) should perform no worse than every

other available strategy in Si.

As mentioned above, not all non-cooperative games have dominant strategy

equilibrium. Hence, the concept of Nash equilibrium is introduced as an

alternative solution for non-cooperative games. For non-cooperative games

with pure strategies, the Nash equilibrium is defined as

Definition 3.2.5. (Nash equilibrium) [73] : The Nash equilibrium of a non-

cooperative game G with pure strategies is a strategy profile s? ∈ S satisfying

ui(s
?
i , s

?
−i) ≥ ui(si, s?−i), ∀si ∈ Si, ∀i ∈ N . (3.2.4)

If (3.2.4) only holds for inequality, the Nash equilibrium is said to be strict.

For example, by observing the game of prisoner’s dilemma, it can be found

that (confess, confess) is a strict Nash equilibrium. A Nash equilibrium can

be alternatively defined using the best response function as:

Proposition 3.2.1. : The Nash equilibrium of a non-cooperative game G is

a strategy profile s? ∈ S satisfying

s?i ∈ Bri(s?−i), ∀i ∈ N . (3.2.5)
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This means that when a Nash equilibrium is achieved, every player’s strategy

is a best response to the other players’ strategies. Thus, the Nash equilib-

rium of a non-cooperative game can be obtained by finding a strategy profile

in which the strategy of each player can be expressed using equation (3.2.5).

When solving a non-cooperative game by applying Nash equilibrium, the

key interest mainly involves the following aspects [25]:

• The existence of Nash equilibrium.

• The number of Nash equilibrium points: unique or multiple?

• The efficiency of Nash equilibrium: whether the outcome is optimal?

For generic non-cooperative games, the existence of Nash equilibrium is not

generally guaranteed and it is difficult to prove the existence of Nash equi-

librium [74, 75]. However, for a non-cooperative game, if its best response

functions can be expressed in closed form, the pure strategy Nash equilib-

rium can be obtained by finding the intersection point of all best response

functions [25]. By using the concept of standard function given in section

2.4, the following theorem is given:

Theorem 3.2.1. [56]: For a non-cooperative game G, if the best response

functions exist and are standard for all players, there exists a unique pure-

strategy Nash equilibrium for G.

Beyond using best response functions, other theorems have also been pro-

posed. In [76–78], it has shown that if the strategy sets and utility functions

posses certain properties, the pure-strategy Nash equilibrium exists. In this

thesis, only the best response based method is applied for analyzing the

existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium.

3.2.3 Cooperative Game Theory

Different to the non-cooperative game theory, in cooperative games, ratio-

nal players are allowed to cooperate with each other, which can affect the
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strategies chosen by players and further impact their utilities [79]. One of

the main branches in cooperative game theory is the coalitional game, in

which players can improve their utilities by forming cooperating groups. In

the following, two types of coalitional games: canonical coalitional games

and coalition formation games are reviewed, respectively.

Canonical Coalition Games

In contrast to the strategic form games, in coalitional games, a set of play-

ers N = {1, . . . , N} intend to form cooperative groups to strengthen their

benefits rather than fully competing with each other. A cooperative group,

denoted by C, is called a coalition, in which all players agree to act as a sin-

gle entity. To analyze the benefits to form coalitions, in coalitional games,

the concept coalition value, denoted by v, is used to quantify the worth of a

coalition. Then, based on N and v, a coalitional game is defined as:

Definition 3.2.6. (Coalitional game) [25]: A coalitional game can be ex-

pressed as a pair (N , v), where N is the set of players and v is a mapping

function that assigns payoffs for players in the game.

The most commonly studied coalitional games are the games in characteristic

form, in which the value of a coalition C depends only on the members in C.

This type of coalitional games was first introduced in [67] with the concept

of transferable utility (TU). TU means that the total utility of a coalition

can be divided and distributed to members in the coalition in any manner.

For coalitional games in characteristic form with TU, the value is also called

the characteristic function and defined as: v : 2N → R with v(∅) = 0, where

∅ is an empty set. For each coalition C ⊆ N , such characteristic function

generates a real value v(C) to quantify the gain of the coalition. Let xi

be the payoff received by player i ∈ C, then the payoff allocation vector of

coalition C is denoted as x ∈ R|C|×1.

Different to coalitional games in characteristic form with TU, in some games,
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the value assigned to each coalition is not a specific real value. These games

are called coalitional games with non-transferable utility (NTU), in which

the payoff of a player in a coalition C depends on the joint strategies chosen

by all players in the coalition [80]. Hence, in NTU games, the value of a

coalition v(C) is a set of payoff allocation vectors rather than a real value.

Another significant concept for coalitional games in characteristic form is

superadditivity. For NTU games, superadditivity is defined as

Definition 3.2.7. (Superadditivity) [25]: An NTU coalitional game (N , v)

is said to be superadditive if the following the condition is satisfied

v(C1 ∪ C2) ⊃ {x ∈ R|C1∪C2|×1 | (xi)i∈C1 ∈ v(C1), (3.2.6)

(xj)j∈C2 ∈ v(C2), ∀C1 ⊂ N , C2 ⊂ N ,

and C1 ∩ C2 = ∅},

where x is the payoff allocation of the coalition C1 ∪ C2. Since a TU game

can be seen as a special case of the NTU game, for TU games, condition

(3.2.6) reduces to the following inequality [79]:

v(C1 ∪ C2) ≥ v(C1) + v(C2), ∀C1 ⊂ N , C2 ⊂ N , C1 ∩ C2 = ∅. (3.2.7)

From (3.2.6), supperadditivity means that players can do no worse by form-

ing disjoint small coalitions into a larger coalition since for any two disjoint

coalitions, if they forms, players in these two coalitions can receive the same

payoffs as they received before the formation.

Following the definitions above, coalitional games can be classified as canon-

ical coalitional games if the following requirements are met [79]:

• The coalitional game is in characteristic form.

• Players in the game will never receive detriment by forming larger coali-

tions, that the superadditivity property always holds.
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The superadditivity property also gives the fact that in canonical games,

players can always obtain best joint benefits by forming the grand coalition,

where a grand coalition N is a coalition with all players in the game. This

means that to solve a canonical coalitional game, the main task is to find

the payoff allocation that can guarantee the stability of the grand coalition.

In the following, several concepts for solving canonical coalitional games are

reviewed.

Solutions for Canonical Coalitional Games

A well known solution for canonical coalitional games is the core. Before

giving the definition of the core, some concepts are first introduced. In a

canonical coalitional game (N , v), a payoff vector x ∈ R|N |×1 of the grand

coalition N is said to be group rational if
∑

i∈N xi = v(N ). In addition, if

xi ≥ v({i}) for every player i ∈ N , the payoff vector x is said to be indi-

vidually rational. If a payoff vector is both group rational and individually

rational, it is called an imputation. Then, the following definition is given:

Definition 3.2.8. (Core) [25]: The core of a TU canonical coalitional game

(N , v) is defined as a set of imputations expressed as follows:

CrTU =
{
x |
∑
i∈N

xi = v(N ) and
∑
i∈C

xi ≥ v(C),∀C ⊆ N
}
. (3.2.8)

Hence, for TU canonical coalitional games, the core can guarantee that no

players have incentive to deviate from the grand coalition to form a smaller

coalition C ⊂ N . The grand coalition is stable if there exists a payoff allo-

cation x ∈ R|N |×1 lies in the core. For NTU games, the core can be applied

as the solution only if the value v satisfies the following conditions [66]:

• The value v(C) for any coalition C ⊆ N must be a closed and convex

subset of R|C|×1.

• If x1 ∈ v(C) and x2 ∈ R|C|×1 satisfies x2 ≤ x1, then x2 ∈ v(C).
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• The set {x|x ∈ v(C) and xi ≥ zi, ∀i ∈ C} with zi = max{yi|y ∈

v({i})}, ∀i ∈ N must be a bounded subset of R|C|×1.

Then, the core for NTU canonical coalitional games is defined as

CrNTU = {x ∈ v(N ) | ∀C,@y ∈ v(C), such that yi > xi,∀i ∈ C}. (3.2.9)

Different to the TU case, the stability of NTU games depends on all elements

of the payoff vector rather than the sum of the payoff vector.

Although the core is a powerful tool for solving canonical coalitional games,

it suffers from some drawbacks [79]. Firstly, the core is not always nonempty;

secondly, it is difficult to find a payoff allocation lies in the core; thirdly, the

fairness among players cannot be guaranteed with the payoff allocation lies

in the core. Hence, an alternative concept called Shapley value has also been

proposed for solving TU coalitional games (N , v), in which a unique payoff

vector in R|N |×1 can be obtained as the value of a game. The Shapley value

is denoted by φ(v) and possesses following properties [25]:

• Efficiency :
∑

i∈N φi(v) = v(N ).

• Symmetry : If for any coalition C ⊆ N and players i, j /∈ C, v(C ∪ {i}) =

v(C ∪ {j}) holds, then φi(v) = φj(v).

• Dummy : If for any coalition C ⊆ N and players i /∈ C, v(C) = v(C ∪ {i})

holds, then φi(v) = 0.

• Additivity : For any two characteristic functions u and v, there is φ(u+v) =

φ(v + u) = φ(u) + φ(v).

In above properties, φi represents the payoff assigned to player i by the payoff

mapping φ. These properties have also shown the nature that Shapley value

is a payoff vector with group rationality and for any two players, if they have

the same contribution to a coalition, their payoffs assigned by the Shapley

value φ are equal. Given any TU coalitional games, the payoff assigned to
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player i ∈ N by the Shapley value is given as:

φi(v) =
∑

C⊆N\{i}

|C|!(|N | − |C| − 1)!

|N |!
[v(C ∪ {i})− v(C)]. (3.2.10)

Equation (3.2.10) gives another interpretation of Shapley value by consider-

ing the order of players join the grand coalition, in which v(C ∪ {i})− v(C)

is the marginal contribution of player i to coalition C.

Although both the core and the Shapley value are solutions for canonical

coalitional games, they are generally not related to each other. However, in

some special cases, the Shapley value may also lie in the core. An typical

example is the convex game.

Definition 3.2.9. (Convex game): A TU game is said to be a convex game

if

v(C1) + v(C2) ≤ v(C1 ∪ C2) + v(C1 ∩ C2), ∀C1, C2 ⊆ N . (3.2.11)

Given a coalitional game, if the core of the game exists and the Shapley value

lies in the core, it means that the solution of the Shapley value possesses both

stability and fairness. It should be noticed that the Shapley value discussed

above is developed for TU games. However, it is also applicable for NTU

games [66].

Coalition Formation Games

Another branch of coalitional games is the coalition formation game. In

canonical coalitional games, the main task is to analyze the stability of the

grand coalition. However, one significant assumption for such games is that

there is no cost for cooperation, which means that players always benefit from

forming coalitions. However, in practice, the cooperation among players

always incurs cost which could weaken the gain from forming coalitions.
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Hence, the main task for coalition formation games is to analyze the coalition

formation process and the stability of specific coalition structures.

Different to the canonical coalitional games, in a coalition formation game,

the value of the game v is not always a characteristic function, which means

that the value of a coalition C is dependent not only on the coalition itself,

but also on the structure formed outside coalition C. Such type of games is

called coalitional games in partition form, which is first introduced in [81].

Definition 3.2.10. (Partition): A partition of N is a coalition structure S

comprising of a collection of coalitions satisfying:

S = {C1, . . . , CL}, where
L⋃
l=1

= N and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅,∀i, j ∈ N and i 6= j.

(3.2.12)

The value of a coalition C ∈ S in a partition form coalitional game is written

as v(C, S).

The main challenge in coalition formation games is how to form a suitable

coalition structure for a specific game. Many coalition formation algorithms

have been proposed in the literatures. A general method for coalition for-

mation is to form a coalition structure in a distributed way. To develop a

coalition formation algorithm for a given coalition formation game, there are

three aspects of rules need to be given [82]:

• Order for comparison: A pre-defined order for comparing different collec-

tions of coalitions.

• Forming and breaking : Rules for forming or breaking a coalition.

• Evaluation of stability : The rule for evaluating the stability of a coalition

structure.

For a coalitional game with a set of players N , a collection of coalitions is

defined as [25]:

Definition 3.2.11. (Collection of coalitions): A collection of coalitions is
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defined as a coalition set C = {C1, . . . , Cl} comprising of any group of mutu-

ally disjoint coalitions of N , where Ci ⊆ N and Ci∩Cj = ∅ ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , l}

and i 6= j. If
⋃l
i=1Ci = N , then the collection C becomes a partition of N .

By denoting B as the comparison relation, the order of comparison is defined

as:

Definition 3.2.12. (Comparison order): Define two collections C = {C1, . . . , Cl}

and D = {D1, . . . , Dp} as two partitions of the same subset A ⊆ N that⋃l
i=1Ci =

⋃p
j=1Dj = A. Then, C BD means that C is a preferred partition

of A to D.

For coalition formation games with TU, the two generally used relations are

utilitarian order and Nash order, where two coalition structures are com-

pared in the collective way. Let a = {a1, . . . , an} and b = {b1, . . . , bn} be

two sequences of elements, then the utilitarian order and the Nash order are

defined as follows respectively:

• the utilitarian order:

aBut b iff
∑n

i=1 ai >
∑n

j=1 bi,

• the Nash order:

aBNash b iff
∏n
i=1 ai >

∏n
j=1 bi.

For coalition formation games with NTU, individually based comparison

should be applied such as majority order and Pareto order, which can be

defined as:

• the majority order:

aBm b iff |{i|ai > bi}| > |{i|bi > ai}|,

• the Pareto order:

aBp b iff ai ≥ bi ∀i and ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ai > bi.

In coalition formation games, a coalition structure can be reached by break-

ing from the grand coalition N . The rule of breaking a large coalition into

several disjoint small coalitions is called split, which can be defined as [82]:
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Definition 3.2.13. (Split Rule): A coalition
⋃l
i=1Ci can be split into a

set of coalitions {C1, . . . , Cl} if and only if {C1, . . . , Cl} B {
⋃l
i=1Ci}. Such

process is expressed as {
⋃l
i=1Ci} → {C1, . . . , Cl}.

Instead of splitting from the grand coalition, a coalition structure can also

be reached by forming from the coalition structure that all coalitions are sin-

gletons. The rule of forming several disjoint coalitions into a single coalition

is called merge, which can be defined as [82]:

Definition 3.2.14. (Merge Rule): A set of coalitions {C1, . . . , Cl} can be

merged into a single coalition
⋃l
i=1Ci if and only if {

⋃l
i=1Ci}B{C1, . . . , Cl}.

Such process is expressed as {C1, . . . , Cl} → {
⋃l
i=1Ci}.

Given above rules, coalition formation algorithms can be established for

both TU and NTU coalition formation games. Once a coalition structure

is reached, it is important to evaluate whether it is stable. The concepts

of Dhp-stable partition and Dc-stable partition have been proposed in [82]

for analyzing the stability of partitions obtained with the merge-and-split

formation algorithm. A partition is called Dhp-stable if no groups of players

have incentive to either split from the partition or merger into new coali-

tions. Compared to Dhp-stable, Dc-stable is more strict and possesses the

following properties:

• The Dc-stable partition is Dhp-stable.

• The Dc-stable partition is the unique outcome of the merge-and-split al-

gorithm with any iteration.

• For a given comparison order, the Dc-stable partition is preferred to all

other partitions.

Another concept named coalition structure stable set has also been proposed

in [83] for analyzing the stability of sequential based coalition formation

games.
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3.3 Summary

This chapter summarized various convex optimization techniques and game

theoretic methods. Some of the reviewed techniques will be used in the

subsequent sections. In Chapter 4, the SDP method will be used for proving

the validity of the proposed multicell downlink beamforming algorithm. In

Chapter 5, the GP method will be employed for solving the power allocation

problems. In Chapter 6, the coalition formation game in partition form

will be considered for the cooperative downlink multicell beamforming; in

particular, both the Pareto and the majority comparison methods will be

used and their performance will be analyzed.



Chapter 4

COORDINATED

BEAMFORMING FOR

MULTICELL WIRELESS

NETWORKS WITH MIXED

QUALITY OF SERVICE

In this chapter, coordinated multicell beamforming based on the SINR bal-

ancing technique within the context of mixed QoS is proposed. Instead of

attaining an overall balance of SINRs to all users in all cells, the proposed

algorithm allows a specific subset of users in each cell to achieve certain tar-

get SINRs while the SINRs of the remaining users in all cells are balanced

subject to the total transmission power. Two scenarios are considered in the

chapter. In the first scenario, all BSs design beamformers cooperatively for

all users in all cells while in the second scenario, a subset of BSs coordinates

the beamformer design for users in their cells, while ensuring interference

leakage to users in other neighboring cells is below a threshold.

66
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4.1 Introduction

Depending on the requirements on SINR, various downlink beamforming

techniques have been proposed in recent years. One of the most widely

studied beamformer designs for wireless networks is based on allowing users

achieving a set of target SINRs by minimizing total transmission power of

BSs [84]. Another strategy in designing beamformers is to balance the SINRs

of all users by maximizing the SINR of the worst case user subject to a

constraint on total transmission power [37, 85–88]. The advantage of this

approach is that it ensures the fairness among users while maximizing their

SINRs. It also ensures the optimization problem is always feasible.

To improve efficiency further, coordinated multicell beamforming have also

been considered in recent years [86,87,89,90]. In [89], where the Lagrangian

duality, a special uplink-downlink duality approach, is employed to formulate

an iterative algorithm. The uplink-downlink duality technique has been

widely used for solving beamformer design problems with the capability

of enabling complicated downlink problems be replaced by simpler uplink

problems [17,37,52,91–93].

In [94], a beamformer design algorithm was proposed to provide both delay-

intolerant real-time services and delay-tolerant packet data services for a

single cell wireless network. For delay-intolerant real-time services such as

the voice service, due to the ’real-time’ nature, specific SINR targets need to

be achieved all the time to guarantee the QoS for corresponding users. For

delay-tolerant packet data services such as mail services, since users are not

urgent for such services, certain delay is allowed. Hence, instantaneous SINR

targets are not required. The aim of the algorithm proposed in [94] is to fairly

balance non-real-time users (NRTUs) to the same SINR level while satisfying

target SINRs for real-time users (RTUs) under a total power constraint.

In this chapter, the work of [94] is extended to a multicell scenario in which
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mobile users are affected not only by the intra-cell interference, but also

by the intercell interference. In addition, a more practical wireless network

scenario that comprises of both cooperative cells and independent cells, is

also considered.

4.2 Coordinated Multicell Beamforming with Mixed Quality of

Service

4.2.1 System Model and Problem Statement

Signal Model

A multicell multi-user wireless network with J cells and K users in each

cell is shown in Figure 4.1. Each BS consists of M antennas, while each of

users is equipped with a single antenna. The downlink transmit beamform-

ing technique is employed to perform spatial multiplexing. Let sj,k be the

information symbol for the kth user in the jth cell and uj,k ∈ CM×1 be the

corresponding beamformer vector, where ‖uj,k‖2 = 1,∀j,∀k. The received

signal at the kth user in the jth cell can be written as

yj,k =

K∑
l=1

hHj,j,k
√
pj,luj,lsj,l +

J∑
i=1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

hHi,j,k
√
pi,mui,msi,m + ηj,k, (4.2.1)

where hi,j,k ∈ CM×1 is the channel vector from the BS of the ith cell to the

kth user in the jth cell, pj,k denotes the power allocated to the kth user in

the jth cell, and ηj,k is assumed to be complex AWGN with zero mean and

total variance of σ2
j,k.
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Figure 4.1. Mixed QoS-based multicell wireless network.

Downlink Transmit Beamforming

By defining Ri,j,k , hi,j,kh
H
i,j,k, the SINR of the kth user in the jth cell in

the downlink can be written as

Γj,k =
pj,ku

H
j,kRj,j,kuj,k

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

pj,lu
H
j,lRj,j,kuj,l +

J∑
i=1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

pi,muHi,mRi,j,kui,m + σ2
j,k

. (4.2.2)

With the aim of designing the downlink beamformers on the basis of mixed

SINR balancing and SINR target constraints in the multicell wireless net-

work, without loss of generality, it is assumed the first Kj users out of the K

users in the jth cell are RTUs employing delay-intolerant real-time services,

whereas the rest of the users are NRTUs employing delay-tolerant services.

Therefore, target SINRs need to be achieved all the time for those RTUs.
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The mixed QoS based multicell beamforming design can be formulated as:

max
U,p

min
j,k

Γj,k(U,p)

δj,k
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.2.3a)

s.t. Γj,k(U,p) ≥ γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj ,∀j (4.2.3b)

1Tp ≤ Pmax, (4.2.3c)

where p = [pT1 , · · · ,pTJ ]T is the power allocation vector for all users and

U = [U1, · · · ,UJ ] denotes the muticell beamformer matrix. In (4.2.3),

Uj = [uj,1, · · · ,uj,K ] and pj = [pj,1, · · · , pj,K ]T are the beamformers of

the users in the jth cell and their associated downlink power allocation,

respectively. γj,k denotes the target SINR for the kth user in the jth cell

when the user (j, k) is a RTU, whereas δj,k is a given priority weighting

factor for the SINR of the corresponding NRTUs. It is assumed that all

BSs share a total power of Pmax. However, to account for flexibility at BS

in terms of its transmission power, in the subsequent chapters, individual

power constraints will also be used.

4.2.2 Coordinated Multicell Beamforming Algorithm

The multicell mixed QoS beamformer design problem can be related to the

ordinary SINR balancing problem since the SINR balancing problem has

been very well established through using the uplink-downlink duality [37].

However, as stated in [94], beamformers for RTUs and NRTUs need to be

jointly designed, which can result problem (4.2.3) to be nontrivial. Hence, to

make the design problem straightforward, the uplink power vector of RTUs

is first written as a function of the uplink power vector of NRTUs. Here, vec-

tors σj = [σ2
j,1 · · ·σ2

j,K ]T and qj = [qj,1 · · · qj,K ]T are first introduced, which

represent the noise variance vector and virtual uplink power allocation vec-

tor of the jth cell, respectively. Then, problem (4.2.3) can be reformulated

as the following dual uplink problem on the basis of uplink-downlink dual-
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ity [95]:

max
U,q

min
j,k

Λj,k(uj,k,q)

δj,k
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.2.4a)

s.t. Λj,k(uj,k,q) ≥ γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj ,∀j (4.2.4b)

σTq ≤ Pmax, (4.2.4c)

where σ = [σT1 · · ·σTJ ]T , and q = [qT1 · · ·qTJ ]T . The uplink SINR of the kth

user in the jth cell Λj,k(uj,k,q) can be written as

Λj,k =
qj,ku

H
j,kRj,j,kuj,k

uHj,k(
∑

(i,l)6=(j,k)

qi,lRj,i,l + I)uj,k
, ∀k, ∀j. (4.2.5)

So far, the downlink transmitter beamforming problem has been converted

to its dual uplink problem.

Uplink Power Allocation for a Given Set of Beamformers

For a given set of beamformers in the uplink, the constraints in (4.2.4) should

satisfy with equality when the optimal value is achieved. Hence, (4.2.4a) and

(4.2.4b) are modified to equality to satisfy the optimality, and the problem

(4.2.4) can be further rewritten as

Λj,k(ũj,k, q̃)

δj,k
=

1

λ
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.2.6a)

Λj,k(ũj,k, q̃) = γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj ,∀j (4.2.6b)

σT q̃ = Pmax, (4.2.6c)

where 1/λ is a balanced SINR of the NRTUs, and q̃ is the optimal virtual

uplink power vector obtained by employing a given set of beamformers Ũ.

By substituting (4.2.5) into (4.2.6b), the optimal virtual uplink power for an
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individual RTU can be written as

q̃j,k = γj,k
ũHj,k(

∑
(i,l)6=(j,k)q̃i,lRj,i,l + I)ũj,k

ũHj,kRj,j,kũj,k
, k = 1, · · · ,Kj ,∀j. (4.2.7)

By rearranging (4.2.7) for all RTUs, the optimal uplink power allocation

vectors for RTUs q̃R = [q̃1,1 · · · q̃1,K1 , · · · , q̃J,1 · · · q̃J,KJ
]T can be expressed as

q̃R = DRΨAq̃R + DR1 + DRΨBq̃N , (4.2.8)

where q̃N = [q̃1,K1+1 · · · q̃1,K , · · · , q̃J,KJ+1 · · · q̃J,K ]T is the optimum power

allocation vector for the NRTUs, and

DR = diag[(γ1,1/ũ
H
1,1R1,1,1ũ1,1) · · · (γ1,K1/ũ

H
1,K1

R1,1,K1ũ1,K1) · · ·

(γJ,1/ũ
H
J,1RJ,J,1ũJ,1) · · · (γJ,KJ

/ũHJ,KJ
RJ,J,KJ

ũJ,KJ
)],

ΨA =



ũHj,kRj,i,sũj,k, (i, s) 6= (j, k)

k = 1, · · · ,Kj ,∀j

s = 1, · · · ,Ki,∀i

0, (i, s) = (j, k),

ΨB =

 ũHj,kRj,i,lũj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj , ∀j

l = Ki + 1, · · · ,K,∀i.

Similar to (4.2.7), by substituting (4.2.5) into (4.2.6a) with appropriate re-

arrangements, an equation about q̃N can be obtained as follow

λq̃N = DNΨDq̃N + DN1 + DNΨC q̃R, (4.2.9)
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where

DN =diag[(δ1,K1+1/ũ
H
1,K1+1R1,1,K1+1ũ1,K1+1) · · · (δ1,K/ũ

H
1,KR1,1,K ũ1,K)

· · · (δJ,KJ+1/ũ
H
J,KJ+1RJ,J,KJ+1ũJ,KJ+1) · · · (δJ,K/ũHJ,KRJ,J,K ũJ,K)],

ΨC =

 ũHj,kRj,i,sũj,k, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j

s = 1, · · · ,Ki,∀i,

ΨD =



ũHj,kRj,i,lũj,k, (i, l) 6= (j, k)

k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j

l = Ki + 1, · · · ,K,∀i

0, (i, l) = (j, k).

Then the optimal uplink power allocation vector can be rewritten by com-

posing q̃R and q̃N as q̃ = [q̃TR q̃TN ]T , and finally (4.2.6c) is reformulated

as

σTRq̃R + σTN q̃N = Pmax, (4.2.10)

where σR = [σ1,1 · · ·σ1,K1 , · · · , σJ,1 · · ·σJ,KJ
]T and σR = [σ1,K1+1 · · ·σ1,K ,

· · · , σJ,KJ+1 · · ·σJ,K ]T . So far, all constraints in the uplink beamforming

problem have been reformulated into associated matrix forms. By rearrang-

ing (4.2.8), the optimal uplink power allocation for RTUs q̃R can be written

in terms of q̃N as

q̃R = (I−DRΨA)−1DR1 + (I−DRΨA)−1DRΨBq̃N . (4.2.11)

Here, (4.2.11) can hold only when (I−DRΨA) is invertible and (I−DRΨA)−1

is a nonnegative matrix. The sufficient condition to enable (I−DRΨA) non-

singular and (I−DRΨA)−1 nonnegative is ρ(DRΨA) ≤ 1, where ρ(DRΨA)
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is the spectral radius of DRΨA [94]. Substituting (4.2.11) into (4.2.9), the

following equation can be obtained

λq̃N = Dq̃N + d, (4.2.12)

where

D = DNΨD + DNΨC(I−DRΨA)−1DRΨB (4.2.13)

d = DN1 + DNΨC(I−DRΨA)−1DR1. (4.2.14)

By substituting (4.2.11) into (4.2.10), the power constraint can also be ex-

pressed in terms of q̃N as

cT q̃N = Pmax − c, (4.2.15)

where

cT = σTR(I−DRΨA)−1DRΨB + σTN (4.2.16)

c = σTR(I−DRΨA)−1DR1. (4.2.17)

Multiplying cT to both sides of (4.2.12) and combining with (4.2.15), a new

equation can be obtained as

λ =
1

Pmax − c
cTDq̃N +

1

Pmax − c
cTd. (4.2.18)

Finally, the conjunction of (4.2.12) and (4.2.18) provides an eigensystem for

solving the SINR balancing problem as shown below:

λq̃ext = Υ(Ũ)q̃ext (4.2.19)
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where

Υ(Ũ) =

 D d

1
Pmax−cc

TD 1
Pmax−cc

Td

 , (4.2.20)

and q̃ext = [q̃TN 1]T . The optimal uplink power allocation for NRTUs q̃N

can then be obtained by determining the eigenvector of the matrix (4.2.20)

based on the Perron-Frobenious theory [37], [94] and [96].

Beamformer Design for a Given Power Allocation

To find the optimal solution of the uplink SINR balancing problem formu-

lated above, the optimal beamformers for a given power allocation need to

be determined first. The optimal beamformers of the virtual uplink can be

determined by independently maximizing the SINR of each user in each cell

as [37]

ũj,k = max
uj,k

uHj,kRj,j,kuj,k

uHj,kQj,kuj,k
, s.t. ||uj,k||2 = 1, (4.2.21)

where

Qj,k =

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

qj,lRj,j,l +

J∑
i=1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

qi,mRj,i,m + Ωj ∀j,∀k.

Virtual Uplink Power Initialization

To ensure the validity of the algorithm to be proposed, an appropriate initial

uplink power allocation need to be determined. Here, the uplink power is

initialed by considering a special case that only RTUs exist, and the corre-

sponding uplink SINR balancing problem can be formulated as

max
UR,qR

min
j,k

SINRUL
j,k (uj,k,qR)

γj,k
, k = 1, · · · ,Kj , ∀j

s.t. σTRqR ≤ Pmax. (4.2.22)

If (4.2.22) is feasible, then the original problem (4.2.3) is also feasible. Hence,

the uplink power initialed through (4.2.22) can guarantee the feasibility of
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the original problem. Similar to (4.2.19) and (4.2.20), for a given set of

beamformers ŨR = [ũ1,1 · · · ũ1,K1 , · · · , ũJ,1 · · · ũJ,KJ
]T , the problem formu-

lated above can be tackled by solving the following eigensystem:

λRq̃Rext = ΥRq̃Rext , (4.2.23)

where

ΥR =

 DRΨA DR1

1
Pmax

σTRDRΨA
1

Pmax
σTRDR1

 , (4.2.24)

and q̃Rext = [q̃TR 1]T is the extended RTUs power allocation vector. The

power allocation vector qoptR can be obtained when the optimal λoptR is achieved.

Finally, the initial power allocation for the proposed multicell beamforming

algorithm can be written as q(0) = [qoptR

T
0T ]T , where q(0) ∈ RJK×1.

Iterative Solution

The coordinated multicell beamformer allocation algorithm is presented in

Algorithm 4.1, in which the optimal uplink beamformer allocation and as-

sociated virtual uplink power vector can be determined. From the uplink-

downlink duality, though the same set of the beamformers can be used for

achieving the same SINR values in both the uplink and downlink, the asso-

ciated power allocations for uplink and downlink are different. Hence, the

obtained optimal uplink beamformers Ũ∗ need to be further used to deter-

mine the downlink power allocation. Similar to the uplink case, the downlink

power allocation can be composed by the downlink power allocation vectors

for RTUs and NRTUs as p = [pTR pTN ]T . By rearranging (4.2.3) and (4.2.3b),

the downlink power allocation vectors for RTUs and NRTUs can be written
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as

p∗N = (λ∗I−D∗D)−1d∗D (4.2.25)

p∗R = (I−D∗RΨ∗A
T )−1D∗RΨ∗C

Tp∗N

+ (I−D∗RΨ∗A
T )−1D∗RσR, (4.2.26)

where

D∗D = D∗NΨ∗D
T + D∗NΨ∗B

T (I−D∗RΨ∗A
T )−1D∗RΨ∗C

T (4.2.27)

d∗D = D∗NσN + D∗NΨ∗B
T (I−D∗RΨ∗A

T )−1D∗RσR, (4.2.28)

and D∗R, D∗N , Ψ∗A, Ψ∗B, Ψ∗C and Ψ∗D are matrices obtained using Ũ∗.

Algorithm 4.1 Coordinated Multicell Beamformer Design

1. Initialize q(0) by solving (4.2.22)

2. n = 0

3. Repeat

4. n⇐ n+ 1

5. Solve (4.2.21) using q(n−1) to obtain Ũ(n−1)

6. Compute D
(n−1)
R , D

(n−1)
N , Ψ

(n−1)
A Ψ

(n−1)
B , Ψ

(n−1)
C and

Ψ
(n−1)
D using Ũ(n−1)

7. Solve (4.2.19) and obtain λ(n) and q̃
(n)
N

8. Obtain q̃
(n)
R from q̃

(n)
N and (4.2.11)

9. Define q(n) = [q̃
(n)T

R q̃
(n)T

N ]T

10. Until λ(n−1) − λ(n) ≤ ε

11. Ũ∗ = Ũ(n−1) and λ∗ = λ(n)
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4.2.3 Simulation Results

A two-cell coordinated beamforming with two users in each cell is investi-

gated. The first user of each cell is considered as RTU that need to achieve

a specific target SINR, whereas all the remaining users in all cells are NR-

TUs whose SINRs need to be balanced. Some key parameters of the cellular

network for simulation are set as follow: the BS consist of four antennas;

each user is equipped with only one antenna; the total transmission power

of the multicell network is set to 3W. Random channels are generated to de-

scribe the channels between each user and all BSs using complex Gaussian

variables with zero mean and unity variance. To simplify the simulation,

the noise variance at all users are set to 0.01. The step size t is set to 0.01,

and the stopping criterion ε is set to 0.0005. The target SINRs for RTUs

in cell 1 and cell 2 are set to 40 and 70 respectively, whereas the priority

weighting factor for balanced SINR for the NRTUs is set to 1. Simulation

results for the proposed algorithm are shown in Table 4.1. Here, five dif-

ferent set of random channels are adopted, and both power allocation and

SINRs are listed. The obtained SINRs of RTUs achieved the preset target

values, whereas SINRs of the NRTUs in both cells have been balanced.

In order to check the validity of the proposed algorithm, the downlink power

allocation determined by employing the proposed algorithm is compared

with those obtained using the SDP approach [97]. The simulation config-

uration for the SDP method is the same as those settings in the proposed

algorithm. In addition, SINR targets for all users need to be set when using

the SDP approach. Here, SINR targets of all users are set the same as those

obtained through using the proposed algorithm. The simulation results ob-

tained using the SDP method are shown in Table 4.2. Comparing Table 4.1

and Table 4.2, it can be found that the power allocation obtained using both

the methods are completely the same. Therefore, the proposed algorithm

is valid for determining the optimal beamformers since the obtained results
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match that of the optimal solution provided by the SDP method.
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4.3 Coordinated Multicell Beamforming with Multiple Interfer-

ence Constraints

4.3.1 System Model and Problem Formulation

System Model

In section 4.2, a multicell multi-user wireless network was considered in

which all J BSs involve in the coordination. However, it is impractical for

all BSs to coordinately design beamformers. Therefore, in this section, in

addition to considering J coordinating cells, it is assumed that there are V

adjacent independent cells in the network where each independent cell has

L users. In this case, the J BSs belonging to coordinating cells coordinate

the beamformer design for their users, while ensuring interference leakage

to users in other neighboring independent cells is below a threshold. In

this section, it is assumed that the interference thresholds are known to all

coordinating cells. However, in practice, the value of the threshold needs to

be determined by considering system level performance. The system model

is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Downlink Transmit Beamforming

By considering adjacent independent cells, the mixed QoS-based beamform-

ing for coordinating cells is constrained not only by the total transmission

power and target SINRs for RTUs, but also by the interference leakage

to users in those independent cells. Interference leakage to the lth user

in the vth independent cell from all coordinating BSs can be defined as

gv,l = [‖h̃H1,v,lu1,1‖22, · · · , ‖h̃H1,v,lu1,K‖22]T , · · · , ‖h̃HJ,v,luJ,1‖22,

· · · , ‖h̃HJ,v,luJ,K‖22]T , where h̃j,v,l ∈ CM×1 is the channel vector between the

jth coordinating BS and the lth user in the vth independent cell.

Then the mixed QoS-based multicell beamformer design with interference
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Figure 4.2. Mixed QoS-based multicell beamforming with local coor-
dination.

constraints is formulated as follows:

max
U,p

min
j,k

Γj,k(U,p)

δj,k
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.3.1a)

s.t. Γj,k(U,p) ≥ γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj , ∀j (4.3.1b)

gTv,lp ≤ Pv,l, ∀v,∀l, (4.3.1c)

1Tp ≤ Pmax, (4.3.1d)

where Pv,l is the interference threshold for the lth user in the vth independent

cell. It is assumed all J coordinated BSs share a sum power constraint of

Pmax.
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4.3.2 Interference Constraints-based Coordinated Multicell Beam-

forming Algorithm

Different to problem (4.2.3) with only a single power constraint, in (4.3.1),

both power constraint and interference constraints exist. Hence, to solve

problem (4.3.1) by using the same method applied to (4.2.3), a set of auxil-

iary variables are introduced to integrate the multiple constraints in (4.3.1)

into a single constraint as follows:

V∑
v=1

L∑
l=1

av,l(g
T
v,lp− Pv,l) + ap(1

T
JKp− Pmax) ≤ 0, (4.3.2)

where av,l ∈ R+ is the auxiliary variable associated with the interference

to the lth user in the vth independent cell while ap ∈ R+ is the auxiliary

variable associated with the total power constraint. By writing all auxiliary

variables as a vector a = [a1,1, · · · , a1,L, · · · , aV,1, · · · , aV,L, ap]T , a vector

b = [g1,1, · · · ,g1,L, · · · ,gV,1, · · · ,gV,L,1JK ]a and P =
∑V

v=1

∑L
l=1av,lPv,l +

apPmax is then constructed. Using these definitions, the constraints (4.3.1c)

and (4.3.1d) can be replaced by a new constraint bTp ≤ P . Then, (4.3.1)

can be rewritten as the following optimization problem

max
U,p

min
j,k

Γj,k(uj,k,p)

δj,k
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.3.3a)

s.t. Γj,k(uj,k,p) ≥ γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj ,∀j (4.3.3b)

bTp ≤ P. (4.3.3c)

It should be noticed that the optimization problem (4.3.3) is not equivalent

to the problem (4.3.1). However, the optimal solution of the problem (4.3.3)

is an upper bound of that of the problem (4.3.1). This can be proved as

follows:

Proof. If (U,p) is feasible for the problem (4.3.1), then it is also feasible for
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the problem (4.3.3). Therefore, the feasible set of the problem (4.3.1) is a

subset of that of the problem (4.3.3). Since the optimal (U∗,p∗) associated

with the optimal solution of the problem (4.3.1) is also feasible for the prob-

lem (4.3.3), the optimal solution of the problem (4.3.3) could not be lower

than the optimal solution of the problem (4.3.1).

In addition, by choosing an appropriate set of auxiliary variables, the opti-

mal solution of the problem (4.3.1) can achieve the upper bound; hence, the

upper bound is tight. Thus, though (4.3.1) and (4.3.3) are not equivalent,

the optimal solution of the problem (4.3.1) can be obtained by solving (4.3.3)

with an appropriate set of positive auxiliary variables. In the following, the

algorithm of solving the problem (4.3.3) for a given set of auxiliary vari-

ables is first considered. The method of finding the optimal set of auxiliary

variables will be explained later in this chapter.

According to [95], for a given set of auxiliary variables, the above down-

link beamforming problem can be reformulated as a dual uplink problem on

the basis of uplink-downlink SINR duality:

max
U,q

min
j,k

Λj,k(uj,k,q)

δj,k
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.3.4a)

s.t. Λj,k(uj,k,q) ≥ γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj , ∀j (4.3.4b)

σTq ≤ P. (4.3.4c)

In this case, the uplink SINR of the kth user in the jth coordinating cell

Λ
′
j,k(uj,k,q) can be written as

Λ
′
j,k =

qj,ku
H
j,kRj,j,kuj,k

uHj,k(
∑

(i,l) 6=(j,k)

qi,lRj,i,l + Ωj)uj,k
, ∀k, ∀j (4.3.5)

where Ωj is the interference-plus-noise-variance matrix for users in the jth

coordinating cell defined as Ωj =
V∑
v=1

L∑
l=1

av,lh̃j,v,lh̃
H
j,v,l + apI. Solution of the
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downlink transmit beamforming with interference constraints can also be

obtained by solving its dual uplink problem.

4.3.3 Power Allocation and Beamformers Design in the Uplink

Similar to (4.2.6a), by setting constraints (4.3.4b) and (4.3.4c) to equality,

problem (4.3.4) can be rewritten as

Λj,k(ũj,k, q̃)

δj,k
=

1

λ
, k = Kj + 1, · · · ,K,∀j (4.3.6)

Λj,k(ũj,k, q̃) = γj,k, k = 1, · · · ,Kj , ∀j (4.3.7)

σT q̃ = P. (4.3.8)

Following the mathematical manipulation stated in section 4.2, the optimal

uplink power allocation vector for the RTUs q̃R can be expressed as

q̃R = DRΨAq̃R + DRbR + DRΨBq̃N (4.3.9)

where q̃N is the optimal power allocation vector for the NRTUs in all coor-

dinating cells, and

bR = [ũH1,1Ω1ũ1,1 · · · ũH1,K1
Ω1ũ1,K1 , · · · ,

ũHJ,1ΩJ ũJ,1 · · · ũHJ,KJ
ΩJ ũJ,KJ

].

Using the same approach stated in section 4.2, substituting (4.3.5) into

(4.3.6) and with appropriate rearrangements, the optimum uplink power

allocation vector for the NRTUs q̃N can be expressed as follows

λq̃N = DNΨDq̃N + DNbN + DNΨC q̃R, (4.3.10)
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where

bN = [ũH1,K1+1Ω1ũ1,K1+1 · · · ũH1,KΩ1ũ1,K , · · · ,

ũHJ,KJ+1ΩJ ũJ,KJ+1 · · · ũHJ,KΩJ ũJ,K ].

In equations (4.3.9) and (4.3.10), matrices DR, DN , ΨA, ΨB, ΨC and ΨD

are the same as those defined in section 4.2. Then, equation (4.3.8) can be

reformulated as

σTRq̃R + σTN q̃N = P. (4.3.11)

By rearranging (4.3.9), the optimal uplink power allocation for RTUs q̃R

can finally be written as a function of the optimal uplink power allocation

for NRTUs q̃N as

q̃R = (I−DRΨA)−1DRbR + (I−DRΨA)−1DRΨBq̃N . (4.3.12)

Similar to the algorithm formulation process stated in section 4.2, the op-

timal uplink power allocation for NRTUs q̃N can be determined by solving

the following eigen problem:

λ
′
q̃ex = Υ

′
(Ũ)q̃ex, (4.3.13)

where

Υ
′
(Ũ) =

 D1 d1

1
P−c1 cT1 D1

1
P−c1 cT1 d1

 , (4.3.14)

and q̃ex = [q̃TN 1]T .

The elements in matrix Υ
′
(Ũ) are defined as follows:

D1 = DNΨD + DNΨC(I−DRΨA)−1DRΨB, (4.3.15)

d1 = DNbN + DNΨC(I−DRΨA)−1DRbR, (4.3.16)
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cT1 = σTR(I−DRΨA)−1DRΨB + σTN , (4.3.17)

c1 = σTR(I−DRΨA)−1DRbR. (4.3.18)

Then, using the same method stated in section 4.2, the optimal beamformers

in the uplink can be determined by independently maximizing the SINR

of each user in each coordinating cell based on the dominant generalized

eigenvector method and the initialed uplink power can be obtained by solving

the case only RTUs exist.

Iterative Solution

Based on the description above, the overall algorithm for solving the pro-

posed coordinated multicell beamforming problem is presented in Algorithm

4.2. The algorithm is composed of two iteration processes. The outer iter-

ation is employed to update auxiliary variables while the inner iteration is

applied to determine a set of optimum beamformers and power allocation for

a given set of auxiliary variables. For the inner iteration, the uplink beam-

former and associated uplink power allocation are first determined. The

obtained uplink beamformers Ũ∗ can then be used in the downlink since the

same set of the beamformers in both the uplink and downlink can be used for

achieving the same SINR values but with different power allocations due to

the uplink-downlink duality. The expected downlink power allocation vector

for all users in all coordinating cells can be obtained by determining power

vectors for RTUs and NRTUs respectively as shown in section 4.2. Once the

optimal downlink power allocation is obtained, the auxiliary variables can

be updated by using the equations below

a
(m+1)
v,l = a

(m)
v,l + t(gTv,lp

(m) − Pv,l), ∀v,∀l (4.3.19)

a(m+1)
p = a(m)

p + t(1Tp(m) − Pmax), (4.3.20)
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where t is a small positive step size. The optimal auxiliary variables are

obtained at the point where the change in their values is below a threshold.

The stoping criteria for this subgradient algorithm is given below

|a(m+1)
v,l (gTv,lp

(m) − Pv,l)| ≤ ε, ∀v,∀l (4.3.21)

|a(m+1)
p (1Tp(m) − Pmax)| ≤ ε, (4.3.22)

where ε is a small threshold value.

4.3.4 Simulation Results

A simple three-cell wireless network with two coordinated BSs and one in-

dependent BS is investigated. It is assumed each cell has two users that

share the same frequency. For the coordinating cells, the first user in both

cells is considered as a RTUs that needs to achieve a specific target SINR,

whereas the remaining two users in both cells are NRTUs whose SINRs need

to be balanced. Other parameters used for the simulation are as follow: the

BS consists of four antennas; each user is equipped with only one antenna;

the total transmission power for all coordinating cells is set to 3W. Random

channels are generated to describe the channels between all BSs and users

using complex Gaussian variables. The noise variance at all users are set to

0.01. The target SINRs for RTUs in the coordinating cell 1 and cell 2 are set

to 40 and 50 respectively. The interference leakage threshold is assumed to

be 0.1 for all users in the adjacent cell. All auxiliary variables are initialized

to 0.1. The step size t has been set to 0.01, and the stopping criterion ε has

been set to 0.001.

Simulation results are shown in Table 4.3. Here, three different set of random

channels have been adopted. Both the power allocation and the achieved

SINRs are listed. The obtained SINRs of RTUs are the same as the preset

target values, whereas SINRs of the NRTUs in all coordinated cells have
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Algorithm 4.2 Coordinated Multicell Beamformer Design with Inter-
ference Constraints

1. Initialize t, ε, a
(0)
p and a

(0)
v,l , ∀v, ∀l

2. m = 0

3. Repeat

4. m⇐ m+ 1

5. Initialize q(0)

6. n = 0

7. Repeat

8. n⇐ n+ 1

9. Obtain uplink beamformers Ũ(n−1) using q(n−1)

10. Compute D
(n−1)
R , D

(n−1)
N , Ψ

(n−1)
A , Ψ

(n−1)
B ,Ψ

(n−1)
C and

Ψ
(n−1)
D using Ũ(n−1)

11. Solve (4.3.13) to obtain λ(n) and q̃
(n)
N

12. Determine q̃
(n)
R using q̃

(n)
N and (4.3.12) and

13. obtain q(n) = [q̃
(n)T

R q̃
(n)T

N ]T

14. Until λ(n−1) − λ(n) ≤ ε

15. Ũ∗ = Ũ(n−1) and λ∗ = λ(n)

16. Obtain the optimal p(m) = [p̃TR p̃TN ]T using (4.2.25) and
(4.2.26)

17. Update auxiliary variables using (4.3.19) and (4.3.20)

18. Until (4.3.21) and (4.3.22) are satisfied.
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been balanced.

To check the optimality of the design, the SDP method is again adopted. By

comparing Table 4.3 and 4.4, it can be observed that same power allocation

is obtained using these two approaches. It can also be observed that both

methods provided the same set of beamformers. Hence, algorithm 4.2 can

provide optimum results.

4.4 Summary

A mixed QoS-based coordinated multicell beamforming technique has been

considered. The constraints of SINR-balancing and target-SINR are jointly

considered with a total power constraint in designing the beamformers. Two

scenarios have been considered. In the first scenario, each BS designs beam-

formers by coordinating with all other BSs and in the second scenario, only a

subset of BSs join the coordination while rest of the BSs design their beam-

formers independently. The proposed iterative algorithms are capable of

finding the optimal solutions. Hence, the proposed technique has the ability

to satisfy the real time users with guaranteed SINRs while ensuring fair-

ness to non-real time users by balancing and maximizing their SINRs. The

employment of SDP technique has proved the optimality of the simulation

results for both scenarios.
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Chapter 5

COORDINATED MULTICELL

BEAMFORMING WITH

MULTIPLE SINR BALANCING

CRITERIA

In this chapter, a coordinated multicell beamformer design based on the

SINR balancing technique within the context of users in different BSs achieve

maximized SINRs with different levels is considered. Instead of attaining an

overall balance of SINRs to all users in all cells, a multiple-step optimization

algorithm is proposed which allows users in various cells to achieve different

maximum possible balanced SINRs subject to the individual BS transmis-

sion power constraint. The uplink-downlink duality is used for converting

the downlink problem into the uplink beamformer design problem in all op-

timization stages. An interference modified rebalancing technique is also

proposed to provide the flexibility to the proposed algorithm.

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 4, SINR balancing based beamforming has been

studied widely in the literature [37, 86, 87, 98]. However, most of these ex-

94
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isting works considered balancing SINR of all users in all cells to the same

level. In [99], a new design was proposed, in which SINR of users in various

cells are balanced and maximized to different levels rather than balancing

SINR of all users in all cells to the identical value. The aim of the algorithm

developed in [99] was to fairly balance users in a specific cell to the same

SINR level while guaranteeing that the achieved SINR is the best that the

users could achieve in the corresponding cell with its maximum transmis-

sion power. This problem is solved by balancing SINR of users in various

cells sequentially while constraining SINR of users in those cells that have

already achieved the maximum achievable balanced SINR to specific target

SINR. Instead of employing target SINR constraints as proposed in [99], in

this chapter, a set of interference constraints is introduced at each round

of the optimization to find the optimum beamformers and power allocation.

Compared to [99], the advantage of the proposed method is that for a spe-

cific round of optimization, only users served by those BSs that have excess

transmission power need to be optimized. However, in [99], all users in all

cells have to be optimized in every optimization round, which is computa-

tionally unattractive.

5.2 System Model and Problem Statement

A multicell multi-user wireless network consisting of J cells is considered as

shown in Figure 5.1. It is assumed that there are K users in each cell. The

MISO technique is employed in the downlink where each BS is equipped with

M antennas and each user terminal has a single antenna. Let hi,j,k ∈ CM×1

represent the channel vector from the ith BS to the kth user in the jth cell

and pj,k be the allocated power to the kth user in the jth cell. By denoting

uj,k ∈ CM×1 as the beamformer vector for the kth user in the jth cell, where
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Figure 5.1. Coordinated multicell beamforming with multi-level SINR
balancing criterion.

‖uj,k‖2 = 1, ∀j ∀k, the SINR of the kth user in the jth cell in the downlink

can be written as

Γj,k = (5.2.1)

pj,ku
H
j,kRj,j,kuj,k

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

pj,lu
H
j,lRj,j,kuj,l +

J∑
i=1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

pi,muHi,mRi,j,kui,m + σ2
j,k

,

where Ri,j,k , hi,j,kh
H
i,j,k, and σ2

j,k is the noise variance at the kth user in the

jth cell. To balance and maximize SINRs of users in each cell, beamformers

for all users in all cells need to be jointly designed. The multicell beamformer

design with multi-level SINR balancing criteria can be formulated as:

maximize rj ,∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , J} (5.2.2a)

s.t. min
1≤k≤K

Γj,k(U,p)

ρj,k
≥ rj , ∀j (5.2.2b)

1Tpj ≤ Pmaxj , ∀j, (5.2.2c)
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where p = [pT1 , · · · ,pTJ ]T is the power allocation vector and U = [U1, · · · ,UJ ]

denotes the beamformer matrix for all users. In (5.2.2), Uj = [uj,1, · · · ,uj,K ]

and pj = [pj,1, · · · , pj,K ]T are the beamformers of the users in the jth cell and

their associated downlink power allocation, respectively. rj is the maxmin

SINR for the jth cell, whereas ρj,k represents a priority weighting factor for

the kth user in the jth cell. It is assumed the maximum consumable power

for the jth BS is Pmaxj .

5.3 Multi-Stage Coordinated Multicell Beamforming

To balance SINRs of users in different cells to different levels, a two-stage

optimization scheme is adopted. In the first stage, all users in all cells are

initially balanced to the same SINR level through the method proposed

in [99]. In the second stage, the SINR levels for those BSs that have excess

transmission power will be further improved.

5.3.1 First Stage: Balance All Users to the Same SINR Level

In the first stage, a maxmin problem is formulated by maximizing the mini-

mum SINR of users in all cells with individual transmission power constraint

Pmaxj for each base station as follows

max
p�0,U

min
j,k

Γj,k(U,p)

ρj,k
, ∀j,∀k (5.3.1a)

s.t. 1Tpj ≤ Pmaxj , ∀j. (5.3.1b)

Such SINR balancing problem has been well studied in the literature for

both single and multi-cell wireless networks [37], [86], [95]. To solve (5.3.1),

multiple linear per-BS power constraints in (5.3.1b) are put into a single
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linear constraint by introducing auxiliary variables as follows

J∑
j=1

aj(1
Tpj − Pmaxj ) ≤ 0, (5.3.2)

where aj ∈ R+ are auxiliary variables that can be updated to find the optimal

solution [95]. By defining the auxiliary variables vector a = [a11
T
K · · · aJ1TK ]T

and the integrated power constraint Pmax ,
∑J

j=1 ajP
max
j , problem (5.3.1)

can be reformulated as

max
p�0,U

min
j,k

Γj,k(U,p)

ρj,k
(5.3.3a)

s.t. aTp ≤ Pmax. (5.3.3b)

Downlink Power Allocation for a Given Set of Beamformers

To solve problem (5.3.3), the power allocation for a given set of beamformers

Ũ is first considered, where beamformers Ũ are fixed. Then, (5.3.3) can be

rewritten as

max
p�0

min
j,k

Γj,k(Ũ,p)

ρj,k
(5.3.4a)

s.t. aTp ≤ Pmax. (5.3.4b)

The above maxmin problem has been solved in [37] for the single cell case

by assuming SINR of all users can achieve an identical value. However,

for multicell scenario, as the transmission power from various cells cannot

be traded off, such identical balanced SINR value might not be possible.

Hence, instead of using the Perron-Frobenious method proposed in [37], the

downlink power allocation is determined by solving the following geometric
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programming problem:

max
p

γ

s.t.
Γj,k(Ũ,p)

ρj,k
≥ γ, ∀j,∀k (5.3.5a)

1Tpj ≤ Pmaxj , ∀j, (5.3.5b)

where γ is the expected maxmin SINR in the downlink for all users in all

cells and p̃ is the optimal downlink power allocation vector.

Uplink Power Allocation for a given set of Beamformers

Since it is difficult to directly find the optimal beamformers Ũopt in the

downlink, due to the uplink-downlink duality, the optimal beamformers in

the downlink can be obtained by solving the corresponding uplink SINR

balancing problem with the same power constraint Pmax. By defining qj =

[qj,1, · · · , qj,K ]T as the virtual uplink power allocation vector of the jth cell,

the virtual uplink power allocation vector for all users in all cells can be

written as q = [qT1 , · · · ,qTJ ]T . Then, for a given set of beamformers ũj,k, the

uplink SINR balancing problem can be expressed as

max
q�0

min
j,k

Λj,k(ũj,k,q)

ρj,k
(5.3.6a)

s.t. σTq ≤ Pmax, (5.3.6b)

where

Λj,k =
qj,kũ

H
j,kRj,j,kũj,k

ũHj,k(
K∑
l=1
l 6=k

qj,lRj,j,l +
J∑

m=1
m6=j

K∑
l=1

qm,lRj,m,l + Ωj)ũj,k

and Ωj = ajI represents the corresponding noise covariance matrix in the

uplink. As proved in [99], for a given set of Ũ and Pmax, the optimal solution

of the primal problem (5.3.4) and the dual uplink problem (5.3.6) are the
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same. This means the optimal beamformers Ũopt for (5.3.6) should also be

the optimal beamformers obtained by solving (5.3.4).

Similar as in the downlink, (5.3.6) can also be solved through the GP opti-

mization as

max
q

β

s.t.
Λj,k(ũj,k,q)

ρj,k
≥ β, ∀j,∀k (5.3.7a)

σTq ≤ Pmax, (5.3.7b)

where β is the expected maxmin SINR in the uplink.

Beamformer Design for a given Power Allocation

By independently maximizing the SINR of each user in each cell in the

uplink, the optimal beamformers for all users in the uplink can be determined

by solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem

ũj,k = max
uj,k

uHj,kRj,j,kuj,k

uHj,kQj,kuj,k
, s.t. ||uj,k||2 = 1, (5.3.8)

where

Qj,k =

K∑
l=1
l 6=j

qj,lRj,j,l +

J∑
i=1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

qi,mRj,i,m + Ωj, ∀j,∀k. (5.3.9)

Iterative Solution for First Stage Optimization

According to [94] and [99], for a given set of auxiliary variables, the optimal

uplink beamformers for problem (5.3.6) can be determined by iteratively

solving (5.3.7) and (5.3.8). The obtained optimal uplink beamformers is

then used in the downlink to determine the downlink power allocation and

update auxiliary variables. Once no auxiliary variables can be further up-
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dated, the optimal downlink beamformers and power allocation for problem

(5.3.3) are obtained.

5.3.2 Second Stage: SINR Improvement for Certain Cells

After the first stage of the optimization, all users in all cells should have

achieved a maxmin SINR. There is at least one BS that has used its full

transmission power and achieved the optimal balanced SINR. However, the

users served by those BSs that have not used the full transmission power may

not have achieved the optimal balanced SINR since their balanced SINR can

be improved further by allocating more power to these users. Hence, in the

following, the SINR improvement for users belonging to those BSs that have

excess transmission power is considered.

N th Round Balancing Problem

It is assumed that after (N − 1)th round of optimization (including the

first stage optimization), the first J1 cells out of J cells have used their full

transmission power. According to [99], the balanced SINR of users in the re-

maining J−J1 cells can be further improved by solving a problem similar to

(5.3.3), in which the SINRs of users in the first J1 cells are constrained to a set

of target SINRs obtained after the (N − 1)th round optimization. Here, in-

stead of employing target SINR constraints, a set of interference constraints

is introduced to guarantee at the Nth round optimization, interference from

the remaining J −J1 BSs to users in the first J1 cells is not greater than the

same set of interference generated after the (N − 1)th round optimization.

By defining two sets of Θ1 = {1, · · · , J1} and Θ2 = {J1 + 1, · · · , J}, the
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SINR optimization for the remaining J − J1 cells can be formulated as

max
U∗,p∗

min
j,k

Γj,k(U
∗,p∗)

ρj,k
, ∀j ∈ Θ2,∀k (5.3.10a)

s.t. gTi,kp
∗ ≤ ti,k, ∀i ∈ Θ1, ∀k (5.3.10b)

1Tpj ≤ Pmaxj , ∀j ∈ Θ2, (5.3.10c)

where gTi,kp
∗ is the inter-cell interference to the kth user in the ith cell from

the remaining J − J1 cells when i ∈ Θ1, and gi,k can be defined as

gi,k = [‖hHJ1+1,i,kuJ1+1,1‖22, · · · , ‖hHJ1+1,i,kuJ1+1,K‖22, · · · ,

‖hHJ,i,kuJ,1‖22, · · · , ‖hHJ,i,kuJ,K‖22]T .

p∗ = [pTJ1+1, · · · ,pTJ ]T and U∗ = [UJ1+1, · · · ,UJ ] are the power allocation

vector and beamformer matrix for users in the remaining J − J1 cells, re-

spectively, and ti,k is the interference threshold obtained after the (N − 1)th

optimization round that can be calculated using corresponding beamform-

ers and power allocation obtained in the (N − 1)th optimization round as

ti,k = g
(N−1)T
i,k p∗(N−1).

Similar to the method used in the first stage optimization, the multiple

constraints developed above can be integrated into a single constraint by

introducing two sets of auxiliary variables as follows

J1∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

bi,k(g
T
i,kp

∗ − ti,k) +
J∑

j=J1+1

bj(1
Tpj − Pmaxj ) ≤ 0,

where bj and bi,k are auxiliary variables associated with the power constraints

and inter-cell interference constraints, respectively. By writing all auxiliary

variables as a vector of b = [b1,1, · · · , b1,K , · · · , bJ1,1, · · · , bJ1,K , bJ1+1, · · · , bJ ]T ,

the above constraint can be rewritten in a simple way by setting c =

[g1,1, · · · ,g1,K , · · · ,gJ1,1, · · · ,gJ1,K , r1, · · · , rJ−J1 ]b and P ∗max =
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∑J1
i=1

∑K
k=1 bi,kti,k +

∑J
j=J1+1 bjP

max
j , where rn is defined as a length (J −

J1)K column vector, in which the nth length-K-block vector is set to 1K

and all other length-K-block vectors are set to 0K . Finally, problem (5.3.10)

is reformulated with a single constraint as

max
U∗,p∗

min
j,k

Γj,k(U
∗,p∗)

ρj,k
, j ∈ Θ2,∀k (5.3.11a)

s.t. cTp∗ ≤ P ∗max. (5.3.11b)

Downlink Power Allocation for a Given Set of Beamformers at the N th Round

Similar to the solution of problem (5.3.3), for a given set of beamformers Ũ∗,

the optimal power allocation in the downlink at the Nth round optimization

can be obtained by solving the following GP problem

max
p∗

γ∗

s.t.
Γj,k(Ũ

∗,p∗)

ρj,k
≥ γ∗, ∀j ∈ Θ2,∀k (5.3.12a)

gTi,kp
∗ ≤ ti,k, ∀i ∈ Θ1, ∀k (5.3.12b)

1Tpj ≤ Pmaxj , ∀j ∈ Θ2. (5.3.12c)

It should be noticed the downlink SINR of the kth user in jth cell for j ∈ Θ2

should be modified as follows

Γj,k(U
∗,p∗) =

pj,ku
H
j,kRj,j,kuj,k

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

pj,lu
H
j,lRj,j,kuj,l +

J∑
i=J1+1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

pi,muHi,mRi,j,kui,m + ξj,k

where ξj,k =
∑J1

i=1

∑K
m=1 p̂i,mûHi,mRi,j,kûi,m + σ2

j,k consists of noise variance

and the inter-cell interference to the kth user in the jth cell from those BSs

that have used their full transmission power after the (N − 1)th round of
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optimization.

Beamformer Design and Power Allocation in the Uplink at the N th Round of

Optimization

Similar to the SINR balancing process in the first stage, at the Nth round

of optimization, the optimal beamformers Ũ∗opt should also be determined in

the uplink. By writing the virtual uplink power allocation vector for users in

all j ∈ Θ2 as q∗ = [qTJ1+1, · · · ,qTJ ]T and defining ξn = [ξn,1, · · · , ξn,K ]T , for a

given set of beamformers, the corresponding virtual uplink SINR balancing

problem at the Nth round of optimization can be written as

max
q∗�0

min
j,k

Λj,k(ũj,k,q
∗)

ρj,k
, ∀j ∈ Θ2, ∀k (5.3.13a)

s.t. ξTq∗ ≤ P ∗max, (5.3.13b)

where ξ = [ξTJ1+1, · · · , ξTJ ]T , and the uplink SINR of the kth user in the jth

cell for j ∈ Θ2 is given by

Λj,k =

qj,kũ
H
j,kRj,j,kũj,k

ũHj,k(
K∑
l=1
l 6=j

qj,lRj,j,l +
J∑

i=J1+1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

qi,mRj,i,m + Ω∗j )ũj,k

,

where the noise covariance matrix of the jth cell at the Nth round of opti-

mization should be defined as Ω∗j =
∑J1

i=1

∑K
k=1 bi,khj,i,kh

T
j,i,k + bjI.

The optimal virtual uplink power vector q̃∗ and the uplink balanced SINR

are obtained by solving the following GP problem

max
q∗

β∗

s.t.
Λj,k(ũj,k,q

∗)

ρj,k
≥ β∗, ∀j ∈ Θ2,∀k (5.3.14a)

ξTq∗ ≤ P ∗max. (5.3.14b)
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In addition, for a given uplink power allocation, the uplink beamformers

at the Nth round of optimization can also be obtained by solving (5.3.8).

However, the matrix Qj,k defined in (5.3.9) should be redefined as

Q∗j,k =
K∑
l=1
l 6=j

qj,lRj,j,l +
J∑

i=J1+1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

qi,mRj,i,m + Ω∗j (5.3.15)

∀j ∈ Θ2, ∀k.

5.3.3 Algorithm Formulation of the Overall Optimization

So far, the procedure of designing beamformers for a given set of auxiliary

variables at the Nth round of optimization has been given. However, since

the obtained optimal solution is the upper bound of the optimal solution

obtained through solving the problem (5.3.10), to find the optimal solution

of (5.3.10), an appropriate set of auxiliary variables is required to be found.

As stated in [95], the optimal auxiliary variables can be obtained through

the subgradient-based updating method. For the problem (5.3.10), auxiliary

variables can be updated through the following updating equations:

b
(m+1)
j = b

(m)
j + t(1Tp

(m)
j − Pmaxj ), ∀j ∈ Θ2 (5.3.16)

b
(m+1)
i,k = b

(m)
i,k + t(gTi,kp

∗(m) − ti,k), ∀i ∈ Θ1, ∀k (5.3.17)

|b(m+1)
j (1Tp

(m)
j − P ∗max)| ≤ ε, ∀j ∈ Θ2 (5.3.18)

|b(m+1)
i,k (gTi,kp

∗(m) − ti,k)| ≤ ε, ∀i ∈ Θ1,∀k. (5.3.19)

Then, the algorithm for solving problem (5.3.10) at the Nth round of opti-

mization can be formulated following the similar steps stated in section 5.3.

Finally, the algorithm for the optimization problem (5.2.2) is obtained and

shown in Algorithm 5.1.
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Algorithm 5.1
Solution of the Multiple Criteria SINR Balancing Problem

1. First Stage Balancing:

2. Balance all users in all cells to the same SINR level

3. Second Stage Balancing:

4. Initialize m⇐ 0, n⇐ 0, q∗(0), b(0), t, ε

5. Repeat

6. m⇐ m+ 1

7. Repeat

8. n⇐ n+ 1

9. Solve (5.3.8) using q∗(n−1) to obtain Ũ∗(n−1)

10. Using Ũ∗(n−1) to solve (5.3.14) and obtain β∗(n) and q̃∗(n)

11. Until β∗(n−1) − β∗(n) ≤ ε

12. β∗opt = β∗(n) and Ũ∗opt = Ũ∗(n−1)

13. Obtain p̃∗(m) and γ∗(m) by solving (5.3.12)

14. Update auxiliary variables using (5.3.16) and (5.3.17)

15. Until (5.3.18) and (5.3.19) are satisfied.
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5.4 Simulation Results

A wireless network with two cells is considered, in which each cell serves two

users and all users in the network share the same frequency. The BS consists

of four antennas while each user is equipped with one antenna. Random

channels were generated to describe the channels between all BSs and users

using complex additive white Gaussian variables with zero mean. The noise

variance at all users were set to 0.01. The step size t was set to 0.0001

and the stopping criterion ε has been set to 0.00001. The maximum total

transmission power for the first BS and the second BS were initialed to 0.4W

and 5W, respectively. All priority factors ρj,k were set to 1. In the first stage

of optimization, SINRs of users in both cells have been balanced to 14.74dB.

At this stage, the first BS has used its full transmission power of 0.4W while

the second BS used only 4.5656W. This means that the second BS is not

able to use all its transmission power at this stage. Hence, Algorithm 5.1

was employed to improve the balanced SINR of users served by the second

BS. As shown in Figure 5.2, at the convergence, users in the second cell

achieved a higher balanced SINR of 15.13dB and the second BS used its full

transmission power of 5W.

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the results are

compared by varying transmission power of the second BS while keeping

the first BS power at 0.4W. Figure 5.2 shows the balanced SINRs for users

in both cells against the transmission power of the second BS. It is clear

that the SINR achieved by users in the first cell remains the same while the

balanced SINR of users in the second cell increases.

Hence, using the proposed algorithm, both the cells could use their full

transmission power and different levels of balanced SINRs could be achieved

by users in different cells. However, it should be noticed that the simulation

results were based on the setting that each BS is equipped with four antennas
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Figure 5.2. Balanced SINRs versus the maximum transmission power
of the 2nd BS

and there are only four users in the network. In practice, if the total number

of users is greater than the number of antennas equipped by each BS, once

the first BS has used its full transmission power, the balanced SINR of the

second BS may not be improved dramatically. This is because the second BS

can not use its full transmission power due to inadequate degrees of freedom

to suppress interference to users in other cells with increasing transmission

power. To show this, a new set of channels with M = 3 was generated to

repeat the simulation illustrated above. The maximum transmission power

for the two BSs were set to 1W and 10W respectively. As shown in Table

5.1, for users in both cells, the SINRs have been balanced to 21.89; however,

though the first BS has used all its transmission power of 1W, the second BS

used only 2.1245W. This means that the second BS could not consume power

beyond to improve the SINRs of its users. At this point, if the balanced SINR

of users served by the second BS still needs to be improved, an effective

way is to reduce the interference from the first BS to users in the second

cell. With coordinated beamforming scheme, the second BS could request
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the first BS to modify its beamformers and power allocation to mitigate the

interference to its users. However, this may reduce the SINRs of users served

by the first BS. The simulation results with modified interference process are

shown in Table 5.1. It is assumed that after the SINR improvement process

of the second stage of optimization, if the interference modified scheme is not

employed, the interference from the first BS to users in the second cell are

denoted as int1 and int2, respectively. At this point, the second BS is unable

to use its full transmission power and the balanced SINR of users served by

the second BS cannot go beyond 21.89. To further improve the SINRs of

the users in the second cell, both int1 and int2 are proportionally decreased.

By introducing a modification factor θ, the modified interference from the

first BS to users in the second cell can be set to θ · int1 and θ · int2. Here,

the value of θ is between 0 and 1, and θ = 1 means there is no interference

modification. As shown in Table 5.1, once θ is set to 0.9, the balanced SINR

of users in the second cell is improved from 21.89 to 23.58, which is 7.7%

improvement. At the same time, the balanced SINR for users in the first

cell has only dropped by 1.8%. This means that the balanced SINR of users

in the second cell can be improved dramatically by sacrificing the SINR for

users in the first cell by a small amount.

Table 5.1. Balanced SINRs using the proposed method with modified
interference

Achieved SINR
BS1 BS2

θ User 1 User 2 User 1 User 2
1 21.89 21.89 21.89 21.89

0.9 21.49 21.49 23.58 23.58
Power of BSs

Total Power Used Power
θ BS 1 BS 2 BS 1 BS 2
1 1 10 1 2.1245

0.9 1 10 0.9986 2.1954
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5.5 Summary

A coordinated multicell beamforming technique with multiple SINR bal-

ancing criteria has been considered. Users in different cells can achieve a

different level of maximum possible SINR. The proposed algorithm consists

of two stages. In the first stage of optimization, all users in all cells are

balanced to the same SINR level while in the second stage, SINR for users

served by those BSs that have excess transmission power will be further op-

timized sequentially by introducing interference constraints. The geometric

programming method is employed to solve the maxmin problem. An inter-

ference modified rebalancing method has also been proposed to introduce

flexibility to the proposed technique.



Chapter 6

COALITIONAL GAMES FOR

DOWNLINK MULTICELL

BEAMFORMING

The coordinated multicell beamforming discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 5

can effectively suppress the intercell interference and improve the SINRs for

users in all cells. However, cooperation between BSs will increase the burden

of the network due to the information exchange between BSs. In this chapter,

a coalitional game based multicell downlink beamforming is proposed. Each

BS intends to minimize its transmission power while aiming to attain a

set of target SINRs for its users. To improve the performance of power

consumption and avoid the disadvantages arised from full coordination, BSs

are allowed to form partial cooperation. For a given coalition, BSs in the

coalition greedily minimize the total weighted transmission power without

considering interference to users in other coalitions. By introducing a cost

for cooperation, the coalition formation game is considered for the power

minimization based downlink beamforming. A merge-regret based sequential

coalition formation algorithm has been developed that proved to be capable

of reaching a unique stable coalition structure.

111
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6.1 Introduction

Coordinated multicell beamforming is an effective method to suppress in-

tercell interference and to improve the overall performance of the network.

However, in multicell networks with coordination design, messages have to

be exchanged between BSs through backhaul channels which will lead to con-

siderable cost and burden to the network. To overcome this disadvantage,

game theoretic beamforming has been proposed in recent years. Different

to the coordination based design, in non-cooperative multicell beamforming,

each BS is considered as a player that greedily maximizes its own utility.

In [100], a game theory based MISO interference channel was considered,

in which each BS equipped with multiple antennas served only one user

equipped with a single antenna. A two BSs based MISO IFC beamform-

ing has been studied in [101] in both competitive and cooperative manner.

In [101], it has found that the Nash equilibrium point of the MISO IFC game

is equivalent to the point obtained through the maximum ratio transmission

(MRT) and it is generally inefficient. The competition in a multicell mul-

tiuser network has been studied using game theory in [102] where each BS

employs downlink beamforming to greedily minimize its own transmission

power.

The inefficiency of the Nash equilibrium point obtained in the game the-

ory based multicell beamforming urges BSs to coordinate with other BSs.

However, when conditions required in the coordinated beamforming such as

perfect channel reciprocal and strict synchronization are considered as ex-

tra cost, not all BSs are guaranteed to benefit from full coordination. For

this reason, a cooperation mechanism should be considered in which each

BS is allowed to selectively cooperate with some of the BSs to maximize

its own benefit. Coalitional game aims to balance the competitiveness and

coordination by allowing players to partially cooperate with each other. The
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coalitional game has been applied to the MISO IFC beamforming in which an

operating point can be found through the strategic bargaining [103]. In [104],

a MISO IFC beamforming based on coalition formation was studied. Coali-

tion structures obtained through the algorithm proposed in [104] have been

proved always in a coalition structure stable set. However, in both [103]

and [104], only the scenario that each BS serves only one user has been con-

sidered.

In this chapter, a multicell beamforming is considered where the aim of each

BS is to minimize its transmission power while satisfying a set of target

SINRs for its users. In [89], this problem has been solved by jointly de-

signing beamformers over all BSs in the network, in which the cost arised

from the cooperation was not taken into consideration and each BS had the

incentive to cooperate with all other BSs to reduce its transmission power as

much as possible. However, in practice, BSs may not benefit from such full

joint processing since the transmission power reduction for each BS through

the coordination design may not provide any gain as compared to the cost

introduced to each BS for forming coordination. Hence, in this chapter, it

is assumed cost always exists in the cooperation and its value is linearly

proportional to the number of BSs involved in the cooperation. Instead of

cooperating over all BSs, a set of BSs are allowed to locally cooperate with

each other by forming a coalition to maximize their benefits.

Various scenarios for multicell downlink beamforming are considered. In the

non-cooperative multicell beamforming, each BS competes with all other BSs

to minimize its power consumption while in the fully coordinated downlink

multicell beamforming, all BSs cooperate with each other to reduce their

overall power consumption. For a coalitional form multicell beamforming,

different groups of BSs form coalitions and each coalition competes with

all other coalitions to minimize the power consumption of its members. The

main contribution of this chapter is the development of a merge-regret based
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coalition formation algorithm, which could effectively merge singleton BSs

into large coalitions and reduce the resource consumption of each BS when

the cooperation cost is taken into consideration.

6.2 Mathematical Background

Some definitions and statements in mathematics are first given, which will

be used in the following sections.

In this section, A ≥ 0 denotes each element of matrix A is nonnegative

while A > 0 means that A ≥ 0 and at least one element of matrix A

is positive. Then, to distinguish with the normal matrix inequality, the

following inequalities are defined:

A ≥ B if ai,j ≥ bi,j , ∀i, j,

A > B if A ≥ B and A 6= B,

where A and B are square matrices with the same dimension; ai,j and bi,j

are the (i, j)th elements of matrices A and B, respectively.

Three types of square matrices are also defined as follows:

Definition 6.2.1. (Z-matrix) [105]: A square matrix A is a Z-matrix if all

of its off-diagonal elements are nonpositive.

Definition 6.2.2. (P-matrix) [105]: A square matrix A is a P-matrix if all

of its principle minors are positive.

Definition 6.2.3. (M-matrix) [106], [107]: A square matrix A is M-matrix

if Ay ≥ 0 implies y ≥ 0 for all y.

Definition 6.2.4. (Inverse-positive matrix) [105]: A square matrix A is an

inverse-positive matrix if A−1 > 0.
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6.3 System Model

A multicell multi-user wireless network consisting of J cells is considered.

Let Ω = {1, · · · , J} be the set of all cells. It is assumed there are K users

in each cell. The MISO technique is employed where each BS is equipped

with M antennas and each user terminal has a single antenna. hi,j,k ∈

CM×1 represents the channel vector from the ith BS to the kth user in the

jth cell and sj,k is the information symbol to the kth user in the jth cell,

where E{|sj,k|} = 1. By denoting wj,k ∈ CM×1 as the downlink transmitter

beamformer vector for the kth user in the jth cell, the received signal at the

kth user in the jth cell can be written as

yj,k =

K∑
l=1

hHj,j,kwj,lsj,l +

J∑
i=1
i 6=j

K∑
m=1

hHi,j,kwi,msi,m + ηj,k, (6.3.1)

where ηj,k in (6.3.1) is assumed to be complex additive white Gaussian noise

with zero mean and variance σ2. The downlink SINR of the kth user in the

jth cell can be written as

Γj,k =
|wH

j,khj,j,k|2
K∑
l 6=k
|wH

j,lhj,j,k|2 +
J∑
i 6=j

K∑
m=1
|wH

i,mhi,j,k|2 + σ2

. (6.3.2)

6.4 Downlink Coalitional Beamforming

The transmitter beamformers of users in the jth cell can be denoted in a

matrix form as Wj = [wj,1, · · · ,wj,K ], where Wj ∈ Bj and Bj is the strategy

space of BS j, defined as

Bj := {Wj ∈ CM×K}. (6.4.1)
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Then, the strategy profile of all BSs is the joint of all possible strategies,

defined as

(W1, · · · ,WJ) ∈ X := B1 × · · · × BJ . (6.4.2)

The aim of each BS is to minimize the transmission power while ensuring

that the downlink SINRs for its users are greater than a set of threshold

values, i.e, Γj,k ≥ γj,k. Hence, the utility function of the jth BS is defined

as the transmission power at BS j,

pj =

K∑
k=1

‖wj,k‖22 = ‖Wj‖2F , ∀j ∈ Ω. (6.4.3)

Let S = {C1, . . . , CNs} be a partition of Ω with the following characteristics:⋃Ns
q=1Cq = Ω and Cx ∩ Cy = ∅ for any Cx, Cx ∈ S. Then, S is a coalition

structure of Ω. Based on all the definitions above, the partition form game

for the downlink multicell beamforming can be expressed as [104]

〈Ω, X , F , (pj)j∈Ω〉, (6.4.4)

where F is the partition function that assigns all possible partitions to the

game. In the following, the coalitional beamforming problem will be dis-

cussed in terms of different coalition structures.

6.4.1 Non-cooperative Multicell Beamforming

In coalitional games, a special coalition structure is that all coalitions are

singletons. For this special coalition structure, each player is competing

with all other players without any cooperation, which falls into a traditional

strategic non-cooperative game (SNG). For the transmission power mini-

mization problem, players are BSs and each BS will greedily minimize its

own transmission power without constraining interference to users in other

cells, where the transmission power is the utility function of each player.
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Hence, for the non-cooperative game, the beamforming strategy set of the

jth BS is defined as

B′j := {Wj ∈ CM×K : Γj,k(Wj ,W−j) ≥ γj,k, ∀k}, (6.4.5)

where W−j is the strategy of all BSs except BS j. Then, the coalitional

beamforming game with non-cooperative coalition structure can be expressed

as

〈Ω, {B′j}j∈Ω, (pj)j∈Ω〉. (6.4.6)

This game has been well studied in [102], in which the best response strategy

of the jth BS is the solution of the following optimization problem:

minimize ‖Wj‖2F (6.4.7a)

subject to
|wH

j,khj,j,k|2
K∑
l 6=k
|wH

j,lhj,j,k|2 + zj,k

≥ γj,k, ∀k (6.4.7b)

where zj,k =
∑J

i 6=j
∑K

m=1 |wH
i,mhi,j,k|2 + σ2 is the noise power plus the inter-

cell interference from all the rest of BSs to the kth user in BS j. It has been

proven in [102] that if the Nash equilibrium of the game (6.4.6) exists, it is

unique. Then, the best strategies {W∗
1, · · · ,W∗

J} are a set of beamformers

satisfying

pj(W
∗
j ) ≤ pj(Wj), ∀Wj ∈ B

′
j , ∀j ∈ Ω, (6.4.8)

where pj(W
∗
j ) is the transmission power of the jth BS with the best strategy.

It has also been found in [102] that for each BS, beam patterns of its users are

independent to the value of the intercell interference. This means that for a

given set of target SINRs, each BS can design a set of fixed beam patterns

for its users regardless of interference value zj,k. Therefore, the strategies

of the non-cooperative beamforming game can be reduced to a set of power
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allocation as follows:

B′j(p) := {pj ∈ RK+ : Γj,k(pj ,p−j) ≥ γj,k,∀k}, (6.4.9)

where pj and p−j are power allocation of the jth BS and all other BSs

except the jth BS respectively. By submitting the obtained beam patterns

into (6.4.7b) and setting equality for (6.4.7b), the best response strategy of

the jth BS can be obtained through

p∗j = G−1
j zj , (6.4.10)

where zj = [zj,1, · · · , zj,K ]T , and Gj ∈ RK×K , defined as [Gj ]k,k = ( 1
γj,k

)

|uHj,khj,j,k|2 and [Gj ]k,l = −|uHj,lhj,j,k|2, if l 6= k. uj,k is the beam pattern of

the kth user in the jth cell that can be obtained through uj,k = wj,k/‖wj,k‖2.

Hence, once the intersection point of (6.4.10) is obtained, the Nash equilib-

rium is achieved. It has also been discussed in [102] that the Nash equilibrium

of (6.4.6) exists if and only if matrix G is a M -matrix. Matrix G is defined

as

G =



G1 −G21 . . . −GJ1

−G12 G2 . . . −GJ2

...
...

. . .
...

−G1J −G2J . . . GJ


, (6.4.11)

where Gij is the intercell interference matrix from ith cell to the jth cell.

By summarizing all above, the best response strategies and utilities at the

Nash equilibrium can be determined through Algorithm 6.1.

6.4.2 Coordinated Downlink Multicell Beamforming

Another special coalition structure in coalitional multicell beamforming is

that all BSs in the network join to form a grand coalition and coordinately

design beamformers for their users, which is known as fully coordinated
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Algorithm 6.1
Downlink Beamforming with Strategic Non-cooperative Game

1. Determine the downlink beamformer wj,k for all users using the
method in [37] with a given set of interference;

2. Find the beam pattern uj,k for all users;

3. Submit uj,k into (6.4.7b) and set (6.4.7b) as equality to obtain
(6.4.10);

4. For a given zj, determine pj using (6.4.10);

5. Update zj with p−j and repeat step 4 until the optimal p∗j is
obtained;

6. Obtain the downlink beamformer using wj,k =
√
p∗j,kuj,k.
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multicell beamforming. By jointly designing beamformers for all users in all

cells, intercell interference can be effectively mitigated while the transmission

power of each BS is reduced. Here, the coordinated multicell beamforming

proposed in [89] is considered, in which when a grand coalition is formed,

beamformers are designed by minimizing the weighted total transmission

power over all BSs. This multicell power minimization problem can be stated

as follows:

minimize

J∑
j=1

α̂j‖Wj‖2F (6.4.12a)

subject to
|wH

j,khj,j,k|2
K∑
l 6=k
|wH

j,lhj,j,k|2 +
J∑
i 6=j

K∑
m=1
|wH

i,mhi,j,k|2 + σ2

≥ γj,k, ∀j, k, (6.4.12b)

where α̂j is the weighting factor assigned to the jth BS in the grand coalition

Ω. As stated in [89], the optimal solution of (6.4.12) can be obtained by

equivalently solving a dual uplink problem for the same set of SINRs. By

introducing the Lagrangian technique, problem (6.4.12) can be transferred

into the following uplink problem:

minimize
J∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

λ̂j,kσ
2 (6.4.13a)

subject to
λ̂j,k|ŵH

j,khj,j,k|2∑
(i,m) 6=(j,k) λ̂i,m|ŵH

j,khj,i,m|2 + α̂jŵH
j,kŵj,k

≥ γj,k, ∀j, k, (6.4.13b)

where λ̂j,k and ŵj,k are the uplink power and receiver beamformer of the

kth user in the jth cell in the grand coalition Ω, respectively. The optimal

uplink power λ̂∗j,k can be iteratively obtained through the method proposed

in [56], and the receiver beamformer ŵj,k can then be calculated through
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the following equation

ŵj,k = (
J∑
i=1

K∑
m=1

λ̂i,mhHj,i,mhj,i,m + α̂jI)−1hj,j,k. (6.4.14)

According to [89], the downlink beamformers should be a scaled version of

the uplink beamformers as wj,k =
√
δ̂j,kŵj,k, where the scaling factors can

be obtained using equation (18) in [89]. Based on this, the fully coordinated

beamforming proposed in [89] is summarized in Algorithm 6.2.

Algorithm 6.2
Fully Coordinated Downlink Beamforming

1. Iteratively find the optimal uplink power λ̂∗j,k;

2. Determine the receiver beamformers using (6.4.14) based on the
set of optimal uplink power;

3. Obtain the scaling factor δ̂j,k using equation (18) in [89];

4. Calculate downlink beamformers using wj,k =
√
δ̂j,kŵj,k.

6.4.3 Beamformers Design for a Given Coalition Structure

After considering the strategic non-cooperative and fully coordinated cases,

the multicell downlink beamforming for a given coalition structure is formu-

lated. In the coalitional beamforming, disjoint cells merge to several coali-

tions and BSs in each coalition jointly design beamformers for their users. A

typical coalitional game based beamforming is shown in Figure 6.1, in which

cell 1 and cell 2 has formed as a coalition while cell 3 and cell 4 are singleton

coalitions. In this case, the cooperation only exists within each coalition,

which means that beamformers are designed with partial coordination and

each coalition is still competing with other coalitions. Hence, to find the

optimal beamformers for all users in all coalitions, the coalitional game is

transferred to a strategic non-cooperative sub game (SNSG), in which play-
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ers are all coalitions. For a singleton coalition, the utility function is still the

transmission power of the corresponding BS while for a coalition with multi-

ple cells, utility function is the weighted total transmission power of all users

in the coalition. In SNSG, each coalition competes with other coalitions by

greedily minimizing its utility.

Figure 6.1. Multicell beamforming for a give coalition structure.

A coalition structure S withNs coalitions {C1, · · · , CNs} is considered, where⋃Ns
q=1Cq = Ω. Let Ωs = {1, · · · , Ns} be the set of players for the SNSG with

coalition structure S and coalition Cq be the qth player of the SNSG, ∀q ∈ Ωs.

The utility function of the qth player for the SNSG is defined as

Tq =
∑
j∈Cq

K∑
k=1

α̌j‖wj,k‖22 =
∑
j∈Cq

α̌j‖Wj‖2F (6.4.15)

where α̌j is the weighting factor of the jth BS with
∑

j∈Cq
α̌j = 1. It should

be noticed that for a single coalition, α̌j = 1 and (6.4.15) reduces to (6.4.3).

Define the beamformer matrix of the coalition Cq in the coalition structure

S as Wq〈S〉. This is the strategy of the qth player for the SNSG. Then,
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the beamforming strategy of all coalitions except coalition Cq is defined as

W−q〈S〉. By introducing downlink SINRs, the admissible strategy set for

coalition Cq is defined as

Bq〈S〉 = {Wq ∈ CM×K|Cq | :

Γj,k(Wq〈S〉,W−q〈S〉) ≥ γj,k,∀j ∈ Cq,∀k}, (6.4.16)

where γj,k is the target SINR at the kth user in the jth cell for all j ∈ Cq.

The interference induced by all BSs outside coalition Cq to the kth user in

the jth cell can be written as
∑

i/∈Cq

∑K
m=1 |wH

i,mhi,j,k|2. Then, the SNSG

for a given coalition structure S can be written as

〈Ωs, {Bq〈S〉}q∈Ωs , {Tq}q∈Ωs〉. (6.4.17)

The optimal strategy of the qth coalition for this game can be obtained by

solving the following optimization problem

minimize
∑
j∈Cq

α̌j‖Wj‖2F (6.4.18a)

subject to
|wH

j,khj,j,k|2
K∑
l 6=k
|wH

j,lhj,j,k|2 +
∑
i∈Cq

i 6=j

K∑
m=1
|wH

i,mhi,j,k|2 + žj,k

≥ γj,k, ∀j ∈ Cq,∀k, (6.4.18b)

where žj,k is the inter-coalition interference from BSs outside coalition Cq

to the kth user in the jth cell plus noise power for all BSs j ∈ Cq, can be

written as

žj,k =
∑
x∈Ωs
x6=q

∑
i∈Cx

K∑
m=1

|wH
i,mhi,j,k|2 + σ2. (6.4.19)

For the qth coalition Cq with multiple BSs and a given set of žj,k, problem

(6.4.18) can be solved using the method proposed in [89]. The optimal
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transmitter beamformers can be obtained via solving the corresponding dual

uplink problem. Similar to the fully coordination case, by introducing the

Lagrangian duality, problem (6.4.18) can be transformed to the following

optimization problem

maximize
∑
j∈Cq

K∑
k=1

λ̌j,kžj,k (6.4.20a)

subject to Σ̌j � (1 +
1

γj,k
)λ̌j,khj,j,kh

H
j,j,k (6.4.20b)

where

Σ̌j =
∑
i∈Cq

K∑
m=1

λ̌i,mhHj,i,mhj,i,m + α̌jI (6.4.21)

and λ̌j,k is the uplink power of the kth user in the jth cell with the coalition

structure S. According to [89], problem (6.4.20) is equivalent to the following

optimization problem

minimize
∑
j∈Cq

K∑
k=1

λ̌j,kžj,k (6.4.22a)

subject to
λ̌j,k|w̌H

j,khj,j,k|2∑
i∈Cq

K∑
m=1

λ̌i,m|w̌H
j,khj,i,m|2 + α̌jw̌H

j,kw̌j,k

≥
γj,k

1 + γj,k
, (6.4.22b)

where w̌j,k is the uplink beamformer vector for the kth user in the jth cell

with the coalition structure S. According to [89] and [102], the optimal

uplink power λ̌∗j,k, ∀j ∈ Cq, ∀k, can be determined through the following

iterative fixed point process

λ̌j,k =
γj,k

1 + γj,k
· 1

hHj,j,kΣ̌
−1
j hj,j,k

. (6.4.23)

For a given set of uplink power, the beamformer in the uplink w̌j,k is the
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MMSE receiver, can be calculated through

w̌j,k = (
∑
i∈Cq

K∑
m=1

λ̌i,mhHj,i,mhj,i,m + α̌jI)−1hj,j,k. (6.4.24)

It is clear that the solution of uplink power λ̌j,k and receiver beamformer

w̌j,k depends only on the intra-coalition channels and weighting factors in

coalition Cq, and it is independent of the interference induced by BSs outside

Cq. It has been proved in [89] that the optimal transmitter beamformer wj,k

is the scaled version of the optimal receiver beamformer w̌j,k. Hence, the

transmitter beamformer wj,k should also be a scaled version of the beam

pattern uj,k, which can be obtained through the following equation

uj,k =
w̌j,k

‖w̌j,k‖2
. (6.4.25)

Hence, for a coalition Cq ∈ S, a fixed set of beam patterns for users inside

Cq can be designed without considering any inter-coalition interference. By

writing the transmitter beamformer as wj,k =
√
pj,kuj,k, where pj,k is the

downlink power allocated to the kth user in the jth cell, the weighted total

power minimization problem (6.4.18) can be restated as

minimize
∑
j∈Cq

K∑
k=1

α̌jpj,k (6.4.26a)

s.t

pj,k|uHj,khj,j,k|2
K∑
l=1
l 6=k

pj,l|uHj,lhj,j,k|2 +
∑
i∈Cq

i 6=j

K∑
m=1

pi,m|uHi,mhi,j,k|2 + žj,k

≥ γj,k, ∀j ∈ Cq, ∀k. (6.4.26b)

Since all SINR constraints should achieve equality when the optimal beam-

formers w∗j,k =
√
p∗j,kuj,k is obtained ∀j ∈ Cq,∀k, constraints (6.4.26b) can
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be rewritten as

pj,k
|uHj,khj,j,k|2

γj,k
−

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

pj,l|uHj,lhj,j,k|2

−
∑
i∈Cq

i 6=j

K∑
m=1

pi,m|uHi,mhi,j,k|2 = žj,k, ∀j ∈ Cq, ∀k. (6.4.27)

To simplify the expression, it is assumed all the BSs in coalition Cq are

re-numbered in the ascending order such that BSs with ascending indexes

are renumbered from 1 to |Cq|. Then, parameters can be re-denoted in the

following way: h(i)x,(j,k)q ∈ CM×1 is the channel vector from the ith BS in

coalition Cx to the kth user of the jth cell in coalition Cq and w(j,k)q is

the downlink transmit beamformer vector for the kth user in the jth cell in

coalition Cq. p(j,k)q
represents the allocated power to the kth user in the jth

cell in coalition Cq. The power allocation vector of coalition Cq in coalition

structure S is denoted as p̌q = [pT(1)q
, · · · ,pT(|Cq |)q ]T , ∀Cq ∈ S, where p(j)q

is the power allocation vector of the jth cell in coalition Cq. By setting all

SINR constraints in coalition Cq to equality, the following equation can be

obtained

Fqp̌q = žq, (6.4.28)

where žq = [žT(1)q
, · · · , žT(|Cq |)q ]T and ž(v)q is the inter-coalition interference

vector of the vth BS in coalition Cq. Fq is a K|Cq| ×K|Cq| matrix with the

following structure

Fq =



F
(1,1)
q F

(1,2)
q . . . F

(1,|Cq |)
q

F
(2,1)
q F

(2,2)
q . . . F

(2,|Cq |)
q

...
...

. . .
...

F
(|Cq |,1)
q F

(|Cq |,2)
q . . . F

(|Cq |,|Cq |)
q


(6.4.29)
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where F
(j,i)
q is a K ×K sub-matrix with the following entries

[F(j,i)
q ]k,m =



|uH
(j,k)q

h(j)q,(j,k)q |
2

γ(j,k)q
i = j, m = k,

−|uH(j,m)q
h(j)q ,(j,k)q |2 i = j, m 6= k,

−|uH(i,m)q
h(i)q ,(j,k)q |2 i 6= j

(6.4.30)

for j, i = 1, · · · , |Cq| and k,m = 1, · · · ,K. It is clear that the best response

strategy of the SNSG can be expressed as

p̌q = Rq(p̌−q) = F−1
q žq. (6.4.31)

It should be noticed that the best response strategy exists only if Fq is

invertible. By rewriting the inter-coalition interference in a matrix form, the

best response strategy can be expressed as

p̌q = F−1
q (

∑
x∈Ωs
x 6=q

Fxqp̌x + 1σ2) (6.4.32)

where Fxq is the inter-coalition interference matrix of size K|Cq| × K|Cx|

from the xth coalition to the qth coalition with the following structure

Fxq =



F
(1,1)
xq F

(1,2)
xq . . . F

(1,|Cx|)
xq

F
(2,1)
xq F

(2,2)
xq . . . F

(2,|Cx|)
xq

...
...

...

F
(|Cq |,1)
xq F

(|Cq |,2)
xq . . . F

(|Cq |,|Cx|)
xq


(6.4.33)
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in which F
(j,i)
xq is a K ×K sub-matrix with the following entries

[F(j,i)
xq ]k,m = |uH(i,m)x

h(i)x,(j,k)q |
2, j = 1, · · · , |Cq|, (6.4.34)

i = 1, · · · , |Cx|,

k = 1, · · · ,K,

m = 1, · · · ,K.

It should be noticed that (6.4.32) is the best response obtained based on a

coalition Cq with multiple BSs in which the downlink beam pattern uj,k is

obtained using (6.4.24) and (6.4.25). However, for a singleton coalition, the

downlink beam pattern should be determined using the method presented in

Algorithm 6.1. Based on all the discussion above, the downlink beamforming

for a given coalition structure can be summarized in Algorithm 6.3.

Algorithm 6.3
Coalitional beamforming algorithm

1. Find downlink beam pattern uj,k via Algorithm 6.1 and 6.2 for
both singleton coalitions and coalitions with multiple BSs;

2. Submit uj,k into (6.4.26b) to obtain (6.4.31);

3. For a given žq, determine p̌q using (6.4.31);

4. Update žq and repeat step 3 until the optimal p̌∗q is obtained;

5. Calculate the optimal downlink beamformer using
w∗j,k =

√
p∗j,kuj,k.

Similar to the strategic non-cooperative game presented in [102], for a given

coalition structure S, the best response function (6.4.32) of the qth coalition

is a standard function. According to the fixed point theorem stated in [56],

a standard function means that if the Nash Equilibrium of the SNSG for a

given coalition structure exists, then the NE point is unique. Hence, another

issue of the SNSG game for a given coalition structure S is that whether the
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NE exists. For a given coalition structure S, by rewriting the downlink

SINRs for all users in all cells into the matrix form, the following equation

can be obtained

G
′
p̌∗ = 1σ2 (6.4.35)

where G
′

is a matrix has the same structure of G as defined in (6.4.11). The

difference between G
′

and G is that they are obtained through different sets

of beam patterns. In [102], the sufficient and necessary conditions for the

existence and uniqueness of the NE for the non-cooperative game (6.4.7) has

been given. Here, it is assumed that the NE for the strategic non-cooperative

game always exists. Then, in the following, it will be shown that if some

conditions are satisfied, the NE of the SNSG game exists.

Proposition 6.4.1. If the NE of the non-cooperative game (6.4.7) exists,

the NE of the SNSG game for a given coalition structure S, S 6= Ω exists if

there exists an inverse-positive matrix A1 satisfies A1 ≤ G
′
.

Proof. First, since matrix G
′

is a square matrix with the same structure as

G, G
′

is a Z-matrix. As proved in [102], if the NE of the non-cooperative

game (6.4.7) exists, G is a M -matrix.

Let A2 be a Z-matrix satisfies A2 ≥ G and A2 ≥ G
′
. Since G is a M -

matrix, G−1 exists and G−1 > 0. In addition, since A2 is a Z-matrix

satisfies A2 ≥ G, according to [106], the inverse matrix A−1
2 exists and

G−1 ≥ A−1
2 ≥ 0. Hence, A2 is an inverse-positive matrix.

If there exists an inverse-positive matrix A1 satisfies A1 ≤ G
′
, then both A1

and A2 are inverse-positive and according to [107], they are also monotone.

Since A1 ≤ G
′ ≤ A2, then G

′
is also monotone [36, Corollary 3.5], which

means G
′−1 exists and G

′−1 > 0. Hence, equation (6.4.35) can be written

as p̌∗ = G
′−11σ2 > 0, which means that there exists positive solutions p̌∗

for (6.4.35). Thus, the NE of the SNSG game exists.

It should be noticed that if coalition structure S is a partition of Ω with
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all singleton coalitions, Algorithm 6.3 will reduce to Algorithm 6.1. If S

is the grand coalition Ω, Algorithm 6.3 is equivalent to Algorithm 6.2. In

addition, for a given coalition structure, the best response strategy of the

SNSG is obtained based on fixed sets of weighting factors for all coalitions in

S with multiple BSs. Hence, by changing the weighting factors assignment

for each coalition, the NE point of the SNSG will change.

6.5 Coalition Formation Process

Based on the discussion above, the coalition formation process for the down-

link multicell beamforming can be formulated. To develop the coalition

formation algorithm, some definitions are first given. The concept of q-

Deviation has been proposed in [104] as a deviation rule descirbing how a

coalition structure transits to another coalition structure in the coalition

formation process. Here, by modifying the q-Deviation to accommodate

the proposed downlink multicell beamforming problem, the concept of α-

Deviation is introduced.

Definition 6.5.1. (α − Deviation) : Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1 represents the process

of transiting the coalition structure Sn to the coalition structure Sn+1 by

merging coalitions in Θ to a new coalition CM =
⋃

Θ with a given α, where

Θ ⊂ Sn; CM ∈ Sn+1 and Sn+1 = Sn\Θ ∪ CM ; α comprises of the weighting

factors for all BSs in CM with α ∈ R|CM |
+ and ‖α‖1 = 1.

With above definition, a coalition structure Sn can transit to coalition struc-

ture Sn+1 by merging all coalitions in the set Θ into one coalition. However,

the new coalition CM can be successfully formed only if all BSs in
⋃

Θ agree

such transition for a given decision rule. In the proposed coalition formation

problem, the individual utility based decision rule is applied by comparing

utilities obtained in Sn+1 and Sn for all BSs in
⋃

Θ. In the following, both

Pareto Order and Majority Order comparisons rules will be applied in the
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coalition formation process.

In existing works of coordinated multicell beamforming, beamformers for

users in different BSs are jointly designed without considering the cost of

cooperation. However, in practice, such cooperation cost cannot be ignored.

Hence, in the proposed coalitional beamforming problem, it is assumed that

once a coalition is formed, the associated cooperation cost will be intro-

duced to all BSs in the coalition. The cooperation cost of a BS is assumed

to be linearly proportional to the size of the coalition it stays in. Then, the

cooperation cost of BS j in coalition structure S can be defined as

εj(S) = (|C| − 1)ε∗ (6.5.1)

where ε∗ is the cost factor and C is the coalition of S that BS j stays in. It

is clear that for BSs without cooperating with other BSs, |C| = 1 and there

is no cost for cooperation.

In the downlink coalitional beamforming, each BS intends to reduce its trans-

mission power by cooperating with other BSs; hence, once a new coalition

CM is formed, the benefit obtained by BSs in CM is the reduced transmission

power. However, in practice, it cannot guarantee that all BSs will benefit

from the deviation especially when the cooperation cost is taken into con-

sideration. Hence, the concept of deviation gain is introduced as the total

benefit obtained through the deviation Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1 by each BS. By defining

the resource consumption of the jth BS in coalition structure Sn as

rj(Sn) = pj(Sn) + εj(Sn), ∀j, (6.5.2)

the deviation gain of BS j obtained by Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1 is given as

νj(Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1) = rj(Sn)− rj(Sn+1), ∀j. (6.5.3)
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In addition, for deviation Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1, it is assumed only BSs in

⋃
Θ can

decide whether to form coalition CM and all the rest of BSs are not allowed

to make decisions. Based on these definitions and rules, both strongly in-

dependent comparison and weakly independent comparison can be given as

follows:

Strong independence comparison: Pareto Order

Sn+1 �P Sn iif (6.5.4)

νj(Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1) ≥ 0, ∀j ∈

⋃
Θ, and

∃j ∈
⋃

Θ satisfy νj(Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1) > 0.

In Pareto order comparison, Sn can transit to Sn+1 only if the deviation gains

of all BSs in
⋃

Θ are nonnegative and at least one BS j ∈
⋃

Θ has positive

deviation gain. For any BSs in
⋃

Θ have obtained negative deviation gains,

they will refuse to stay in coalition CM and then the coalition structure Sn+1

can not be formulated.

Weak independence comparison: Majority Order

Sn+1 �M Sn iif (6.5.5)

|{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1) > 0, ∀j ∈

⋃
Θ}| >

|{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1) < 0, ∀j ∈

⋃
Θ}|.

Different to the Pareto order comparison, in majority order, if majority

number of BSs in
⋃

Θ have positive deviation gains of Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1, Sn is

allowed to transit to Sn+1. Hence, in this way of comparison, no BSs can

independently reject a coalition formation. In the following, B = {�P ,�M}

denotes as the comparison strategy set that includes both the two comparison

rules. Then, it can be concluded that Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1 is reacheable if and only

if Sn+1 B Sn holds.
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6.5.1 Coalition Formation Algorithm

As discussed above, for a given coalition structure, the beamforming design

is a SNSG, which means that for the deviation Sn
α,Θ−→Sn+1, BSs in

⋃
Θ can

only decide whether to stay in the new formed coalition CM after the coali-

tion structure Sn+1 forms and the Nash equilibrium point of the SNSG game

with Sn+1 is achieved. Hence, a merge-regret formation strategy is adopted

to formulate the coalition formation algorithm. The coalition formation al-

gorithm for the multicell downlink beamforming is shown in Algorithm 6.4.

It is assumed the coalition formation process always starts from the non-

cooperative game in which all coalitions are singletons. Each BS has a preset

index and knows indexs of other BSs. It is also assumed that BSs can commu-

nicate with each other and share coalition information and there is no extra

cost for this. For a coalition structure Sn, all coalitions are numbered in some

way. Then, each coalition in Sn first generates a set of l-combinations with

lexicographical order, where l = min{b, |SN |}, b is the maximum allowable

size of merging. By using the same sequence of l-combinations, coalitions

in the first l-combination merge into a temporary coalition Ct with a given

α = 1
|Ct|1, and the coalition structure Sn is temporarily transited to St.

Then, BSs in Ct will decide whether Ct is valid. Based on algorithm 3, each

BS in Ct could find the best response beamforming strategy when the NE

is reached; then its transition gain can be calculated and sent to all other

BSs in Ct. A decision can be made by all BSs in Ct. If St B Sn holds, Ct is

valid and Sn+1 = St; else, BSs in Ct will split from the temporary coalition

Ct and reform the original coalitions Sn. Then, another temporary coalition

with the next l-combination will be formed. The above process is repeated

until a valid coalition structure is found. If for all l-combinations, no valid

coalition structure Sn+1 is found; this means l is too large for coalitions in

Sn to transit to a new coalition structure via α-Deviation. Then each coali-

tion will generate a new set of l-combinations with lexicographical order by
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reducing l to l − 1 and repeat the process of temporary coalition formation

until l < 2. If no valid coalition structure St can be found, algorithm stops

and coalition structure Sn will be sustained; else, Sn is successfully transited

to Sn+1 and the coalition formation goes on.

6.5.2 α-Modification Algorithm

As discussed in section 6.3, for a given coalition structure, beam patterns

for users in a coalition only depend on the intra-coalition channels of the

coalition and the weighting factors assigned to all BSs within the coalition.

This means that by modifying weighting factors assignment, beam patterns

of all users in the coalition will be redesigned and the transmission power

of the BS will change. In Algorithm 6.4, once a temporary coalition Ct is

formed with a given α = 1
|Ct|1, the coalition structure Sn is temporarily

transit to St. If St B Sn holds, the formation of Ct is valid, then Sn will

formally transit to Sn+1, where Sn+1 = St; else Ct will split and the next

temporary coalition will be formed. However, once a temporary coalition

Ct is found invalid, by modifying the weighting factors vector α of Ct, the

transmission power of BSs in Ct will be changed, which might lead St B Sn

holds and Ct becomes valid.

The effect of this modification process can be explained in Figure 6.2, in

which a network with two cells and two users in each cell is considered.

It can be found that if both BSs individually design beamformers for their

users in a competitive way, a Nash eqiulibrium can be obtained with the con-

sumed power of 0.45W and 0.8W for BS1 and BS2 respectively. When the

two BSs coordinately design beamformers with α = [0.4 0.6], the consumed

power of BS 2 has been reduced to 0.57W as compared to the competitive

design; however, the power consumed by BS has increased to 0.46W. This

means that if the Pareto comparison is applied, even the coordination cost

is not taken into consideration, the two BSs will still decide not to join as a
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Algorithm 6.4
Merge-regret based coalition formation algorithm

1. Input: Ω, b, ε∗

2. Initialize: n = 0, Sn, l = min{b, |Sn|}

3. while l ≥ 2

4. Each coalition generates b∗ l-combinations of Sn in the
lexicographical order;

5. Initialize: k = 1

6. Sn temporarily transits to St by merging coalitions in the
kth combination Θk into a single temporary coalition Ct;

7. Compute utility pj(St) for all BSs j ∈ Ct with α = 1
|Ct|1

using Algorithm 6.3;

8. Each BS j ∈ Ct computes νj(Sn
α,Θk−→St) by (6.5.2)and (6.5.3);

9. if St B Sn holds

10. n = n+ 1;

11. Update Sn = St and l = min{b, |Sn|};

12. Numbering all coalitions in Sn;

13. Go to step 4;

14. elseif k < b∗

15. BSs in Ct split from Ct and re-form Sn;

16. k = k + 1;

17. Go to step 6;

18. else

19. BSs in Ct split from Ct and re-form Sn;

20. l = l − 1;

21. Go to step 4;

22. Output: Sn, α
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Figure 6.2. Power consumption of individual BSs for different beam-
forming methods.

coalition. However, once α is modified to [0.9 0.1], the power consumption

for both two BSs has been successfully reduced as compared to the compet-

itive design. This will lead to a positive decision for the coalition formation.

Hence, for the proposed coalition formation algorithm, by employing the α-

Modification scheme, there is more chance to successfully deviate to a new

coalition structure. To formulate the α-Modification algorithm, the concept

of deviation gain ratio for the α-Deviation is first introduced as

βj =
νj(Sn

α,Θ−→Sn+1)

rj(Sn)
, ∀j. (6.5.6)

Then, if St B Sn does not hold, α can be modified through the following
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equations:

αj = αj + ζ, ∀j ∈ Ω1, for Pareto order ; (6.5.7)

∀j ∈ Ω3, for Majority order ,

αj = αj − ζ, ∀j ∈ Ω2, for Pareto order ; (6.5.8)

∀i ∈ Ω4, for Majority order ,

where ζ is the step size for updating.

For Pareto comparison, Ω1 = {j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→St) < 0, ∀j ∈ Ct} is the set of BSs

with βj < 0 while Ω2 ⊂ Ct is a set of |Ω1| BSs with |Ω1| largest β values. It is

obvious that α can be modified only if Ω1 satisfies |Ω1| < |{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→St) >

0,∀j ∈ Ct}|. However, in practice, even the above condition is satisfied but

|Ω1| is very large, it is still difficult to achieve St �P Sn with the modified

α due to the limitation of flexibility for those BSs in Ω2. Hence, an upper

bound µ is introduced so that the Pareto comparison based α-Modification

is applicable only if |Ω1| ≤ µ < |{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→St) > 0, ∀j ∈ Ct}|.

Different to the Pareto case, for majority comparison, αj of BSs in Ω3 and

Ω4 will be modified, where Ω3 is the set of Nm BSs with smallest |βj | values

and βj < 0; while Ω4 ⊂ Ct is a set of |Ω2| BSs with largest β values. Nm

is the minimum number of BSs that need to improve βj values and can be

obtained by

Nm = dNd + 1

2
e,

where d·e is the ceiling function defined as

dxe = min{y ∈ Z | x ≤ y} (6.5.9)
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and

Nd =|{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→St) < 0,∀j ∈ Ct}| (6.5.10)

− |{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→St) > 0, ∀j ∈ Ct}|.

Similar to the Pareto case, the upper bound µ is introduced so that the

majority comparison based α-Modification is applicable only if Nm ≤ µ <

|{j|νj(Sn
α,Θ−→St) > 0, ∀j ∈ Ct}|. Then, by integrating the Pareto case and

majority case into one algorithm, the α-Modification algorithm for Algo-

rithm 6.4 is summarized in Algorithm 6.5.

6.5.3 Stable Coalition Structures

In the coalition formation game, a main concern is that whether the out-

put coalition structure is stable. To analyze the stability of the coalition

structures obtained by the proposed algorithm, the following definition is

given.

Definition 6.5.2. (α−b dominance) :Sn+1 α-b dominates Sn, if there exists

a coalition Θ ⊂ Sn, |Θ| ≤ b, with a given α ∈ R|
⋃

Θ|
+ such that Sn

α,Θ−→Sn+1,

and Sn+1 B Sn. The α-b dominance can be written as Sn+1 �α−b Sn.

Then, the solution of the coalition formation game can be described by

introducing the concept of Coalition Structure Stable Set proposed in [83].

By defining the coalition formation game proposed in Algorithm 6.4 as (P,�

), the Coalition Structure Stable Set can be defined as follows:

Definition 6.5.3. Coalition Structure Stable Set: The set of coalition struc-

tures R ⊂ P is a coalition structure stable set of (P,�) only if the following

conditions are satisfied [83]:

* R is internally stable for (P,�) if there do not exist S, S
′ ∈ R such that

S �α−b S
′
;
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Algorithm 6.5 α-Modification algorithm

1. Input: St, Ct, ζ, µ, NM , {rj(Sn),∀j ∈ Ct}

2. Initialize α(m) = 1
|Ct|1, m = 0

3. Compute utility p
(m)
j (St) for all j ∈ Ct with α(m) using

Algorithm 6.3;

4. Each BS j ∈ Ct computes ν
(m)
j (Sn

α,Θ−→St) and β
(m)
j using (6.5.2),

(6.5.3), (6.5.6) and rj(Sn);

5. if St B Sn holds

6. n = n+ 1;

7. Sn = St;

8. Go to step 17;

9. elseif |Ω1| > µ (or |Ω3| > µ)

10. Go to step 17;

11. elseif m < NM

12. Update α(m) using (6.5.7) and (6.5.8);

13. m = m + 1;

14. Go to Step 3;

15. else

16. Go to step 17;

17. Output: Sn, α(m)
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* R is externally stable for (P,�) if for all S ∈ P/R, there exists S
′ ∈ R

such that S
′ �α−b S;

* R is a coalition structure stable set for (P,�) if it is both internally and

externally stable.

For the proposed coalition formation algorithm with a certain comparison

rule (Pareto or majority), it is a sequential process in which coalitions can

only merge into larger size coalitions. Such characteristic could guarantee the

formation process always reach some points. Thus, the main concern of the

coalition formation game is whether the output points are stable. In other

words, by considering the concept of coalition structure stable setR, whether

output coalition structures of the coalition formation game (P,�) are in R.

This can be directly proved by considering an output coalition structure So of

Algorithm 6.4. It is assumed So is in the coalition structure stable set R and

a coalition structure S
′
o can be found in R that has S

′
o �α−b So. This means

that So can further transit to S
′
o via Algorithm 6.4 and So is not the output

of (P,�), which contradicts to the assumption. In addition, by assuming

So is outside the coalition structure stable set R that So ∈ P/R. According

to external stability, there should be a coalition structure S
′
o in R that

satisfy S
′
o �α−b So, which also contradicts to the assumption. Hence, output

coalition structures from Algorithm 6.4 must be in the coalition structure

stable set.

Proposition 6.5.1. The coalition formation game (P,�) can reach a unique

coalition structure, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

• A numbering strategy is adopted at all coalition formations;

• If α is allowed to be modified, a given α-Modification algorithm must be

applied to all coalition formations.

Proof : This is a direct result from Definition 6.4.1 and Algorithm 6.4.

If the α-Modification algorithm is not employed, only if there is a fixed
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numbering strategy, the sequence of the coalition formation process is unique

and then, an unique output is guaranteed.

Once the α-Modification algorithm is employed, if for different coalition

formation processes, different modification schemes are allowed, the sequence

of the coalition formation process may be alterable. Hence, to guarantee

the uniqueness of the output, it is necessary to ensure that the same α-

Modification algorithm is employed to all coalition formations.

6.6 Numerical Results

Some numerical results for the proposed coalition formation algorithms are

presented. A seven-cell network in which each BS serves two users is con-

sidered. It is assumed that each BS employs six antennas while each user

is equipped with a single antenna. To simplify the simulation setting, the

target SINRs for all the users in all cells are set to identical. The noise

variance σ2 at the receiver of all users is set to 0.01. The channel coefficients

have been generated using zero mean complex Gaussian random variables.

To practically model the simulation scenario, the distance dependent path

loss model with path loss exponent 3 is introduced to calculate channel gains

for both inter-cell and intra-cell channels. The distance between a BS and

its users is set to 0.9 kilometers for all BSs while the distance between any

two neighboring BSs is set to six kilometers. It is assumed that the coalition

formation game always starts from the non-cooperative game. Once a new

coalition structure is reached, a postpositional numbering strategy is used

so that the newly formed coalition is always numbered as the last coalition

while all other coalitions are numbered in the ordinary way. It is assumed

that the cooperation cost can be characterized by the same dimension as

power hence the cooperation cost factor ε has a unit of Watt.

Before demonstrating the benefits of the proposed formation algorithm, the
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Table 6.1. Some possible coalition strutures for a multicell network
with seven cells.

Coalition structure
S1 {{1, 2}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}, {7}}
S2 {{1, 2, 7}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}}
S3 {{1, 2, 5}, {3, 7}, {4, 6}}
S4 {{1, 4, 5}, {2, 6}, {3}, {7}}
S5 {{1, 4, 5}, {2, 6, 7}, {3}}

cases presented in Table 6.1 is considered to show merging coalitions has

the potential to reduce the transmission power most of the time. As an

example, for the coalition structure transit S1 → S2, the coalition {7} is

forced to merge with the coalition {1, 2}. Out of 10000 various channel

realizations, it is observed that 98.21% of the time, this random merge has

reduced the total power consumption of all seven BSs as shown in Table 6.2.

The table also indicated the percentage of power reduction for a different

transit S4 → S5.

Table 6.2. Probability of performance improvement for different coali-
tion transit process and target SINRs.

Coalition deviation Probability of power reduction
Target SINR = 17dB Target SINR = 18dB

S1
α,Θ−→S2 98.21% 97.02%

S4
α,Θ−→S5 98.27% 97.22%

Figure 6.3 compares the performance of the proposed coalition formation

algorithm with that of the fully competitive beamforming discussed in [102]

and the fully coordinated beamformer design algorithm developed in [89]. In

this case, target SINRs for all users are set to 18.5dB while the cooperation

cost factor ε is set to 0.005 Watt. It is observed that the fully coordinated

design has the advantage of reducing the power consumption for individual

BSs most of the time. For both the Pareto comparison and the majority

comparison, the proposed algorithm resulted into lower power consumption

for individual BSs as compared to a fully competitive design. However, once
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Figure 6.3. Transmission power and resource consumption of individ-
ual BSs for various beamforming design methods.

the cooperation cost is taken into consideration, BSs may not always benefit

from cooperation. Hence, as shown in Figure 6.3, the proposed algorithm

has a better performance in terms of resource consumption than the fully

competitive design and fully coordinated design most of the time. Hence,

when there exists a cooperation cost, the proposed algorithm improves the

performance of the network.

The effect of the α-Modification algorithm on the proposed coalition forma-

tion algorithm is then investigated. As seen in Figure 6.4, α-Modification

is very sensitive to the Pareto comparison, however for most cases, α-

Modification does not change the number coalitions significantly for majority

comparison mode. Lower the number of coalitions is likely to provide higher

the saving in transmission power. Therefore, it is noticed that the major-

ity comparison performs better than the Pareto comparison for most SINR

targets. The effect of these four schemes on the total resource consumption
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Figure 6.4. The effect of α-Modification algorithm on the number of
coalitions.
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Figure 6.6. Total resource consumption versus various SINR targets.

is shown in Figure 6.5. As seen, all four schemes incur into almost same re-

source consumption, however, a closer look reveals, the majority comparison

based algorithm provides more saving in resource.

Figure 6.6 compares the total resource consumption of the output obtained

with different b values. As seen, both cases of b = 2 and b = 4 have resulted

almost the same total resource consumption. Hence, value of b has limited

effect on the performance of the coalition formation process in terms of re-

source consumption. However, in practice, in addition to resource consump-

tion, other factors such as the formation speed should be considered. Figure

6.7 shows the performance in terms of the number of temporary coalitions

formed, for different b values. Larger the number of temporary coalitions

means more the time it takes for final coalition formation. As the SINR tar-

get increases, the number of temporary coalitions decreases and converges

to almost the same value for both b = 2 and b = 4. However, when target

SINR is small, the number of temporary coalitions is significantly low for
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Figure 6.7. Number of temporary formations versus various SINR
targets.

b = 2. Hence, it is normally a good practice to choose a lower b value.

So far, the key parameters of the proposed algorithm and their effect on the

coalition formation process have been analyzed. However, all these simula-

tions are based on the assumption that the cooperation cost factor is set to

0.005W. Now, the effect of the cooperation cost on the coalition formation

process is investigated. As seen in Figure 6.8, once again a lower b value

provides a better performance almost for all values of cooperation cost.

6.7 Summary

A multicell multiuser downlink beamforming technique using coalitional

games was proposed. Due to the benefits of coordination, each BS has

incentive to cooperate with other BSs via forming coalitions. However, by

considering the associated cost, cooperation is not always preferred by all

BSs since any benefits in terms of reduction of transmission power may be

overwhelmed by the cost for cooperation. The beamformer design for a given
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Figure 6.8. Number of temporary formations versus various coopera-
tion cost factors.

coalition structure was first considered and the process of finding downlink

beamformers for all users was illustrated. Then, the coalition formation

game and a merge-regret based sequential coalition formation algorithm

were proposed. It has shown that the output of the proposed algorithm

is in a coalition structure stable set. With certain constraints, the proposed

algorithm can produce a unique stable coalition structure. The simulation

results have shown that the majority mode can always provide a better per-

formance. Generally, it is better to choose a smaller b value to accelerate the

coalition formation process. As a part of the proposed coalition formation

algorithm, the α-Modification algorithm has been developed for a range of

comparison rules. The simulation proved that when the Pareto mode is used,

the employment of α-Modification algorithm can help to reduce the number

of coalitions at the output, and decrease the total power consumption.



Chapter 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORK

The focus of this thesis has been on the beamforming techniques for mul-

ticell wireless networks. The coordinated mulitcell beamforming algorithms

for mixed QoS were developed in Chapter 4. Two scenarios were consid-

ered. In the first scenario, all BSs jointly designed beamformers for their

users. Each BS served both real-time users and non-real-time users. The

philosophy of this design is that with coordinated beamforming, each BS

assigns its real-time users the minimum allowable power to guarantee their

SINR targets while allocating the rest of the power to the non-real-time

users to achieve a maximized balanced SINR. This beamforming design was

then extended to a wireless network comprising of both cooperative cells and

independent cells. The cooperative cells jointly designed beamformers with

the same criterion as in the first scenario while ensuring the interference

to users in the independent cells is below a threshold value. The proposed

algorithms were capable of allowing real time users to achieve a set of SINR

targets while ensuring non-real time users in all cells obtain a maximized

balanced SINR. By comparing with the SDP method, it was shown that

results obtained through the proposed algorithm were optimal.

Chapter 5 investigated coordinated beamforming however with a design cri-

terion that SINRs of users in different cells are balanced to different levels.
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An interference constraints based algorithm was proposed that has a num-

ber of optimization stages. In the first round of optimization, users in all

cells were balanced to the same SINR level. At this stage, at least one of

the BSs has used its full transmission power. In subsequent rounds of the

optimization, BSs which have excess transmission power will sequentially

improve the balanced SINRs by allocating more power to their users. To

avoid the SINR degradation to BSs that have already used their full trans-

mission power, interference constraints were introduced at each round of the

optimization rather than using SINR constraints. The advantage of the pro-

posed algorithm is that in each round of optimization, only beamformers of

users served by those BSs that have excess power are required to be designed.

Hence, the complexity has been effectively reduced. For the case that the

number of antennas equipped by each BS is smaller than the total number

of users, the balanced SINR may not be further improved by allocating more

power to corresponding users. Hence, an interference modification method

was proposed to rebalance the SINRs of different cells.

In Chapter 6, a coaltional game based multicell beamforming was proposed.

The aim of each BS is to minimize its power consumption while ensuring

its users could achieve a set of SINR targets. Different to the traditional

multicell beamforming with full cooperation, with the introduction of co-

operation cost, BSs may prefer local cooperations by forming coalitions. A

merge-regret based coalition formation algorithm was developed, in which

the coalition structure with all singletons could be sequentially transit to

a coalition structure with less coalitions. It has been proved that the pro-

posed algorithm could lead to a stable coalition structure at the output.

Both the Pareto order and majority order have been used as the compari-

son rules of the proposed algorithm. To further improve the effectiveness of

the proposed algorithm, an α-modification algorithm was proposed, which

can further reduce the number of coalitions of the obtained coalition struc-
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ture. The simulation has shown that for different target SINR regions, the

time consumption for the coalition formation can be reduced by choosing

appropriate b values.

7.1 Future Work

Several extensions can be made based on the works presented in this thesis.

In Chapter 6, a coalition formation algorithm was proposed, in which only

one new coalition is allowed to be formed at each coalition formation stage.

Hence, to improve the efficiency of the algorithm further, it is possible to

allow two or multiple coalitions to be formed at each stage. In addition, in

the coalitional game considered in Chapter 6, for a given coalition structure,

all coalitions are disjoint, which means that each BS can only stay in one of

the coalitions. However, if some BSs are allowed to stay in more than one

coalitions to enlarge the cooperation, their performance may be improved

further. This is called coalitional game with overlapping coalitions.

Other possible direction is to apply non-cooperative strategic game to the

SINR balancing based multicell beamforming design. Since the SINR bal-

ancing problem is quasiconvex, the challenge in exploiting this problem is

the way of finding the conditions for the existence and uniqueness of Nash

equilibrium. To relax the assumption of perfect channel state information,

robust optimization technique can be developed to all methods proposed in

this thesis.
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